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THE EQUIVALENCE OF REGULAR EXPRESSIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of Regular Expressions to represent the conditions of

operations of a finite automaton, is becoming a commonplace. How-

ever, a finite automaton can be represented by several regular

expressions which are entirely different in out-looks and in struc-

tures. Suppose we are given two regular expressions for comparison,

these two regular expressions can be equivalent to each other, that is,

they represent the same automaton; or one is included in the other; or

they are entirely different from each other. To prove the inclusion of

one regular expression within the other is easy and simple by applying

the relation that P C Q will be true if and only if P + Q = Q.

Thus the topic of proving equivalence of regular expressions is fore-

most important. Yet there is no simple procedure by which the

equivalence of two or more regular expressions can be shown, it is

the primary interest of this paper to present and develop several

approaches to solve this problem, in a unified manner, pointing out

the similarities and differences in the various treatments.

Chapters II and III are intended to familiarize the reader with

terms like automaton, state graphs, regular expressions, and

derivatives of regular expressions etc. These are the tools which we

will use in the proofs of the equivalence of regular expressions.
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Chapter IV is to explain to the reader the relationship between the

equivalence of regular expressions versus the equivalence of corres-

ponding automata. Chapter V describes the first technique of proving

the equivalence by converting each regular expression to a state graph

representing an automaton, so that testing the isomorphism of the

resulting automata will show whether the given regular expressions

are equivalent. Chapter VI describes the second technique of proving

the equivalence. Procedures are developed to convert each regular

expression into a graph and then, one of the graphs is transferred into

another graph which is different in appearance, but still representing

the same regular expression. This process goes on until the graphs

representing two regular expressions become identical, thus the

equivalence of the regular expressions is proved. Chapter VII pre-

sents axiomatic approach for regular expressions. Formal systems

for the algebraic transformation of regular expressions are developed

and hence equivalence of regular expressions can be clearly checked

out within such systems.
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II. AUTOMATON

A. Definition of an Automaton

Many physical devices have the remarkable property of tending

to remain in any of a finite numbers of situations. The going from

one situation to another is a continuous process which must be very

carefully considered by the designer of the device, even though the

user is only interested in the discrete situations. These discrete

situations are also called the discrete states of the device. Examples

of this kind of device range from an electronic computer, through

traffic light, to the ringing of a door bell.

In order to study and analyze the above feature common to so

many distinct devices, the following mathematical model was intro-

duced:

Definition 2. 1. A finite automaton is a quintuple

A = {Q, I, M, qx, F}, where Q = {qi,q2, ... , qn} and

I = {i1, i2, ... , krn} are finite sets, M = {M. ,M.
1

, ... ,M.
1

} is a
1

1 2 m
set of mappings of Q into Q, qx is a distinguished element of Q,

and F is a distinguished subset of Q (10).

An element of Q is called a state of A, and I is the set of

inputs of A. qx is called the initial, or starting state of A;

while F is the set of final, or terminal states of A. For example,



1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Al = 1},{m

0
= ( 3 2 1 1), m_ 1

(4 3 3 4 )1,2, {3,4, }) is a=

finite automaton with four states, two inputs, and two final states.

Definition 2.2. A non-deterministic finite automaton is a

quintuple A = (Q, I, M Qx, F) where Q, I, F, are as in Definition

4

.2.1, Q
X

is a distinguished subset of Q, and M = 1A .
, E I, with

Aevery . is a relation over Q (9).

A non-deterministic finite automaton may have several starting

states and thus it may start at any one of those states. When a

specific input is applied to a non-deterministic automaton, at some

state, we can not tell which state it will go to, for its next state is not

defined under such situation.. For example
A 1 2 3 A 1 3 4 4

)1, {1, 21, {2, 41)Ala = ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {0, 1}, {o = ( is
2 1 3 ), 1 = (4 2 2 3

a non-deterministic finite automaton with four states, two inputs, two

starting states and two final states. When Ala is at state 4 and an

input 0 is applied to it, this situation is not defined for there is no

such relation defined in M.

The automaton defined as above can be interpreted as a finite-

state machine with inputs, say 0 and 1. If the device is trans-

formed by an input to a final state, the output is 1; otherwise the

output is 0. One can also consider this device as an automaton with

a set of outputs, say Z and a mapping N from Q into Z.

The corresponding device is called a Moore automaton (10).
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If the outputs depend not only on the states of A, but also on

the inputs, that is if we have a set of mappings {Ni
}, i E I from

onto Z, the corresponding automaton is a Mealy automaton (10).

Hence a Mealy automaton is a quintuple A = (Q, I, Z,M,N), where

Q, I, M are as in Definition 2.1, Z is a finite set of outputs, and

N = i E I is a set of mappings from Q onto Z. If for every

i E I, the domain of M and N is the entire set Q, the cor-

responding automaton is a completely specified deterministic auto-

maton. Otherwise, it is an incompletely specified automaton.

B. Representations of an Automaton

The characteristics of a finite automaton can be displayed in a

tabular form, which can be referred to as the transition table (9, 10,

14). The format of the transition table for an automaton whose input

alphabet I = rn-1 1, and the state set

Q = {q0' q
1

, , qn-1 } is shown in the following table.

Table 2.1. Transition table.

Present Input Initial or Final
StateQ> i0

il im-1

Present
State

q0

q1 1

qn-1

i
M q

0
0

0
M q

1
.

. qM1 n-1
0

M. q
0

1

1
M.

1

q
1

.

M.
1

qn-1
1

.

...

Mi q
0m-1

Mi q
m-1 1

..
M.im

1
qn-1

Indicate the pre -
sent state as an
initial state with
"-" and as a final
state with "+"



For example, the transition table for automaton
1 2 3 4Al = ({1,2,3,4},{0,1},{M

0 ( 3 2 1 ) , M1 = (41
23

33

44)}, 2, {3,4})
1

would be:

Table 2.2. Transition table of Al.

(..'L.---Qv+1v
1

Initial or Final
State (Q v)

1 3 4
2 2 3

3 1 3 +

4 1 4 +

6

For a Moore automaton, since there is an output associated with

each state, the format of the transition table remains the same, with

the exception that the last column of the table is replaced by an output

column. For example, the transition table of a Moore automaton
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

A2 = ( {1,2,3,4 }, {0, 0,10, 1, 21, {M = (33 2 1 1
) , M1 = (4 3 3 4 ) },

1 2 3 4
{N = ( 0 1 2 0 )}) would be:

Table 2.3. Transition table of A2.
I

Q v+1 0 1 Output

1 3 4 0
2 2 3 1

3 1 3 2

4 1 4 0

Since the outputs of a Mealy automaton depend not only on the
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present state but also on the present input, the transition table for a
1 2 3 4Mealy automaton A3 = ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {0, 1}, {0, 1, 2}, {M ( ),

0 3 2 1 1

(1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
)},{N = ( )}) would be:

1 4 3 3 4 0 2 1 1 2 ) , N1 = ( 0 1 2 0

Table 2.4. Transition table of A3.

NN Next State Present Output
0 1 0 1

1 3 4 2 0
2 2 3 1 1

3 1 3 1 2
4 1 4 2 0

A graphical representation of the operation of the automaton is

called a state graph (9, 10, 14). Each state graph consists of a set of

vertices labeled to represent the corresponding states of the automaton.

For each pair of states q. and q. not necessarily distinct, a

directed arrow will connect vertex q, to iff there exists an

input symbol i E I such that Mi(qi) = q.. A 11_11 or "+" sign

associated with the vertex indicates whether the corresponding state

of that vertex is an initial or a final state of the automaton. Thus the

vertex of a state graph corresponds to the present state of the auto-

maton; the label on the arrow indicates the present input; the arrow-

head on each arrow indicates the next state of the automation. For

example, the state graph of automaton
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4Al = 2, 3, 4}, {0, 1}, {M = (3 )1, 2, {3, 4}) is

0 3 2 1 1
), M1 = ( 4 3 3 4
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shown in Figure 2. 1.

Figure 2.1. State graph of Al.

If the automaton is a Moore machine, the output mapping

depends only upon the present state of the machine, and it is indicated

in the label of the vertex. For example, the state graph of a Moore
1 2 3 4

automaton A2 = ({1,2,3,4},{0,1},{0,1,2},{M = ( ),0 3211
1M1 = (4 2

3

3

3

4
4) }'

{N = (
1

0
2
1

3

2
4
0

)}) is shown in Figure 2.2.

Present
State )Present /

Output Present Arrow indicates
Input next state

Figure 2.2. State graph of A2.

For Mealy automaton, the output mapping depends both on the

present state and the present input, and it is indicated on the arrow.

Therefore, if a directed arrow connects q, to q. when the input

is ik e I, the arrow is labeled as ik /Ni (qi). For example, the
k

state graph of a Mealy automaton



1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4A3 = ({1,2,3,4},{0,1},{0,1,2},{M
0

= ( 3 2 1 1)' M
1 (4 3 3 4 )1,

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4{N0=(2112),N1=(0120)}) is shown in Figure 2.3.

0/1

Present Present
Input 0 tput

Present
State

1 /0

o

Arrow indicates next state

1 /0

9

Figure 2.3. State graph of A3.

C. Equivalent States of Automaton

A succession of symbols for a set X, say x 1,x 2, , xk is

called a sequence of length k. In any application, x
1

is the first

symbol considered, followed by x2, and etc. For an automaton,

if X = I, the sequence is called an input sequence, input string, or

input tape; if X a Q, it is a state sequence. For a Moore or Mealy

automation, if X a Z, the sequence is called an output sequence.

The response of a completely specified automaton to any input

sequence is uniquely defined if we know the initial state q
X.

of the

automaton when the input sequence is applied. There is a direct

relationship between the length of the input sequence and the resulting
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length of the state sequence. We use the mapping Mi (i E I) to

find the state sequence corresponding to a given initial state and an

input sequence.

To know the response of A1, when the 011000110 is applied

to its initial state, 2, we have:

Input sequence: 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

State sequence: 2 2 3 3 1 3 1 4 4 1

Final state: + + + + +

For a Moore or Mealy automaton, the output sequence is also

uniquely defined for a given input sequence and a given initial state.

Assuming that 011000110 is applied to both A2 and A3 when they

are both in the initial state, 2, the responses of the automata will be:

Moore Automaton, A2

Input sequence: 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

State sequence: 2 2 3 3 1 3 1 4 4 1

Output sequence: 1 1 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0

Mealy Automaton, A3

Input sequence: 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

State sequence: 2 2 3 3 1 3 1 4 4 1

Output sequence: 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 2

It is easy to see that for an automaton, an input sequence of length k

will produce a state sequence of length k+1. The corresponding
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output sequence of a Moore automaton is also of length k+1, whereas

for a Mealy automaton, it is of length k.

Definition 2.3. An input sequence is is accepted by an

automaton A with starting state qx iff when is is applied to

A in q the corresponding state sequence ends at a final state of

A. Otherwise is is rejected by A (9, 10, 14).

For example: input sequences 0 1 1 and 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 are

accepted by A1.

q.

Definition 2.4. An input sequence is is accepted by a state

of A iff when A is started in q., the corresponding state

sequence to is ends at a final state of A.

For A1, 0 and 0 0 1 1 are accepted by state 1.

Definition 2. 5. States sequences Si of Al and S. of A2

are said to be compatible iff they are of same length and they are

one to one corresponding with respect to final states: that is the kth

state in Si is a final state of Al if and only if the kth state of

S. is also a final state of A2. Otherwise, they are incompatible. Al

and. A
2

may refer to the same automaton.

For example, Si = 2 3 3 1 3 and
Si

= 1 4 4 1 4 are compatible

state sequence of Al.
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Let us denote the phrase "automaton A in state q" by A/q

Definition 2.6. State qi of automaton Al and state of
ciJ

A2 are said to be equivalent, denoted by q1 . --5.. q., iff for A
1
/qi

3

and A /q. when any input sequence is applied, they will yield2 3

compatible state sequences. Otherwise q. and are said to be
1 cli

distinguishable, denoted by qi q.. Al and A2 may refer to the

same automaton (9).

Theorem 2. 1. State q. of Al and state q. of A
2

are

equivalent iff Ri and R. which denote the sets of sequences

accepted by q. and q. are equal.

qi

Proof: If qi and q. are equivalent, then Al started in

and. A2 started in q. will produce compatible state sequences

for any input sequence. In particular, the sets of state sequences

ending in afinal state must be compatible,.i._e., R. = R.. Now suppose

that R. = R. but q.
1 3

and q, are distinguishable; there must exist

an input sequence is which produces incompatible state sequences.

To consider the first position in which the state sequences differ,

i.e. , one ends at a final state and the other does not, clearly, the

initial portion of i up to and including that portion is accepted by

one state and rejected by the other, contradicting that R. = R.. Note

that Al and A
2

may refer to the same automaton.
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It is easy to conclude from the above theorem that starting

states of Al and A2 are equivalent iff R1 and R2, denoting

the sets of input sequences accepted by Al and A2, are equal.

A notion which will be useful in our further discussions is that

of "k- equivalent. " It is defined as: state qi of automaton Al

and state q. of automaton AZ. are said to be k-equivalent,

denoted by q. q., iff Al/qi and A
2 3

/q., when applied by any

input sequence of length k, yield compatible state sequences.

Otherwise qi and qi are said to be k-distinguishable, denoted by
k k

q. q.. If q. ., then q.11
1 3

aq.3
1

q
Li.

for every .m< k. If q.1 q., then
3

q. q.
3

for every n > k (9, 14).

The state into which state qi passes when an input sequence of

length k is applied, is called the kth successor of qi with

respect to this sequence. The zeroth successor of a state is the state

itself. For example, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th successor of

state 2 of Al with respect to 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 is state 2, state 3,

state 3 and state 1 respectively.

kTheorem 2.2. q. a q3 ., iff q. = q3 ., and their kth succes-

sors, with respect to any input sequence of length k, are equiva-

lent (9).

Proof: If q. E q., they are equivalent with respect to any

input sequence. They must be equivalent with respect to input



sequences of length k, hence q. E q.3 . Let q.' and ql. denote

the kth successor of
qi

and . respectively, with respect to
c13

an arbitrary input sequence ik of length k. If q.' q!3 , then

there is an input sequence, say irn of length m, for which
qi

14

and q'. yield incompatible sequences. Hence the state sequences of

. and q. with respect to input sequence ikim of length k+m,

must be incompatible, which contradicts that q. E q.. If
3

qi qi,

then q.
m q. for every m < k, and hence they yield compatible

state sequences for every input sequence of length k or less. If

their kth successors with respect to any input sequence of length

k are equivalent, then, neglecting the states in the state sequences

corresponding to the first k inputs of any input sequence of length

greater than k, they yield compatible state sequences. Hence q.

and q. yield compatible state sequences for any input sequence of

any length and q. = q..

D. State Equivalent Partitions

Both equivalence and k-equivalence of states in the state set Q

of an automaton are relations which obey the reflexive, symmetric,

and transitive laws. Thus they are equivalent relations. These

equivalent relations, can be used to partition Q into equivalent

classes. Let us first start, with the k-equivalence in mind, to divide

or partition the states of an automaton into classes according to the
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following criteria: (1) All states which belong to the same class must

be k-equivalent. (2) All the states which belong to different classes

must be k-distinguishable. This partition is called the k-equivalent

partition of the automaton and is denoted by Pk (9). The classes of

Pk are called k equivalent classes and are denotes by Ekl, Ek2,

Zk3, etc. States belonging to the same class are called adjoint

states; states belonging to different classes are called disjoint states.

No state can belong to two different k-equivalent classes simultane-

ously, otherwise, such state is k-distinguishable with respect to

itself. Hence the total number of states in Pk equals the total

number of states in the automaton. A pair of adjoint states in Pk

which, for every input symbol, pass into adjoint states in Pk repre-

sent k-equivalent states whose first successors are k equivalent, with

respect to every input symbol. Such adjoint states, then, are (k +1)-

equivalent and must be adjoint in Pk+1. On the other hand, a pair of

adjoint states in Pk which, for some input symbol, pass into dis-

joint state in Pk represent k-equivalent states whose first succes-

sors, are k distinguishable, with respect to some input symbol. Such

adjoint states, then, are (k+1)-distinguishable and must be disjoint in

Pk+1. Furthermore, a pair of disjoint states in P must also be

disjoint in Pk+1.

The k-equivalent partition of an automaton can be constructed

according to the following rules. Starting with P
1,

states are
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adjoint in P1 iff they are either all final states or they are all not

final states. There are two classes of P1: Ell = {ql q E F} and.

EI2 = {gig E Q and q F}. From Pk, k > 1, Pk+1 can be

determinated by dividing the states of every class in Pk into sub-

classes, such that two states are in the same subclass iff their first

successors, with respect to every input symbol, are adjoint states in

Pk. The resulting subclasses are the classes of P
k+1.

A k-equivalent partition for automaton A is called an equiva-

lent partition of A and is denoted by P if the adjoint states in

every class of this partition are equivalent. Under these conditions,

each class in the partition is called an equivalent class.

It is easy to see that if Pk+1 differs from Pk, it must be a

proper refinement of ThatThat is, Pk+1 must be obtained by

splitting one or more classes of Pk into two or more subclasses.

If the number of classes in Pk is denoted by 1Pki, then

IPk 1 < IPk+1 1 1Pk 1 1Pk+1 1
iff the adjoint states in every class of

P are equivalent, in which case Pk and Pk+1 are identical. In

conclusion, the following can be stated:

P is the most refined Pk partition and P can be obtained

by constructing Pk for k = 1,2, 3, ... , until, for the first time,

a partition is produced which is identical to the one previously pro-

duced: that is P. Since 1P 11 = 2, and if Pk Pk+1, then

for r = 1,2, ... ,k, by induction, we haveIPri >1Pr-11
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I Pk I > k+1. Since for a n-state automaton, the total number of states

in Pk equals n and there is at least one state in each class in

Pk, hence the number of classes in a k-equivalent partition of an

n-state automaton cannot exceed n. We have k+1 < I P
k

< n and

contradictinghence, Pn = P n-1 ; otherwise IPn1 >n +1,

the fact that I Pn I < n. Thus, in the process of determining an

equivalent partition for a n-state automaton, by successively con-

structing Pk for k = 1, 2, 3, ... , at most n-1 of such construc-

tion are needed (9).

The following figure and table represent automaton A4:

Figure 2.4. State graph of A4.
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Table 2.5. Transition table of A4.

I

v+1
or v

2 2 7

2 1 6
8 2 4

4 6 6
5 2 2 7

6 5 2 2
7 8 6 5

8 4 9 8

Let us construct a series of so-called Pk tables for automa-

ton A4. To construct P1 of A4, we first reorder the rows of

the transition table, so that all the rows, which represent final states

of A4 become adjacent and all the others become another adjacent

group. Each group of such rows in the P1 table corresponds to a

1-equivalent class. Groups are separated by lines. A E column

is added, which labels each group of adjoint rows in P1 asas

well). A subscript is attached to every Qv+1 entry, which identi-

fies the group in the P1 (Pk as well) table to which the entry

belongs. Thus, if row q. is in the group labeled "a", then every

Qv+
1

entry of "q." is assigned the subscript "a". Pk+1 table

can be constructed from the P
k

(k > 1) table, as in the following:

A pair of adjoint rows in the Pk table which, in every column,

exhibit identical subscripts are adjoint rows in the Pk+1 table;



Table 2. 6. P1 table for A4.

1 2 3

1 2b 2b 7a

3 8b 2b 4a

a 4 6b 6b 3a

5 2b 2b 7a

7 8b 6b 5a

b

2 la 6b 6b

6 5a 2b 2b

8 4a 9b 8b

9 3a 3a 9b

Table 2. 8. P3 table for A4.

Z 1 2 3

a

1 2b 2b 7a

3 8c 2b 4a

4 6b 6b 3a

5 2b 2b 7a

7 8c 6b 5a

b 2 la 6b 6b

6 5a 2b 2b

c 8 4a 9d 8c

d. 9 3a 3a 9d
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Table 2.7. P2 table for A4.

E 1 2 3

a

1 2b 2b 7a

3 8b 2b 4a

4 6b 6b 3a

5 2b 2b 7a

7 8b 6b 5a

b

2 la 6h 6h

6 5a 2b 2b

8 4a 9c 8b

c 9 3a 3a 9c

Table 2.9. P4 table for A4.

E 1 2 3

a

1 2c 2c 7b

4 6c 6c 3b

5 2c 2c 7b

b 3 8d 2c 4a

7 8d 6c 5a

c 2 la 6c 6c

6 5a 2c 2c

d 8 4a 9c 8d

e 9 3b 3b 9d
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while such a pair of adjoint rows exhibit different subscripts are dis-

joint rows in the Pk+1 table. Disjoint rows in the Pk table are

also disjoint in the Pk+i table. The Pk table is constructed for

successive values of k until a table is obtained in which all adjoint

rows exhibit identical subscripts in every column. Such a table will

be the equivalent table. The groups of rows in this table are equiva-

lent classes, and states in each class are the desired equivalent

states. For automaton A4 the above condition is exhibited by the

P4 table. The equivalent partition for A4 is therefore, given by

P:{1,4,5},{3,7} ,,{2,6},{8},{9}. States 1, 4, 5 are equivalent states; so

are state 3, 7, and states 2, 6.

E. Equivalent Automata

So far we have only considered the problem of state-equivalence

of a single automaton. Let us now consider the problem of the

equivalence of two automata.

Definition 2.7. Two automata A. and. A. are said to be
1

equivalent denoted by A. a A. iff their starting states are equiva-
i. 3

lent. Otherwise, they are distinguishable, denoted by A. A..

It is obvious, by Theorem 2.1, that Ai is equivalent to A.

iff R. and R.., denoting the sets of sequences accepted by A. and

A. respectively, are equal.
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To test for the equivalence of two automata, we want to test for

the equivalence of their starting states. Since the state equivalence

partition method developed in the previous section only provide test for

the equivalence of states of a single automaton, we now have to develop

a method to test the equivalence of two states of different automata.

Let us first merge A. and A. into a single automaton

denoted by A. + A. which is constructed as follows:
3

1. Relabel the states of A. and A., if necessary, so that
1

all states will bear different labels.

2. Place the rows of the transition table of A. and the rows of
1

the transition table of A. in a common table, with only one

adjustment that either the starting states of A. or the

starting state of A. (but never both), is labeled as the

starting state of A. + A.. The resulting table is the transi-j

tion graph of A. A.. If A. and A. are specified
3

diagrammatically, the state graph of A. + A. is simply the
3

union of the two individual state graphs, with possible states

relabeled as described in the above and with one of the start-

ing state signs, -, deleted.

After transition table of A. + A. is constructed, state
1. J

equivalence partition method can now be applied to A. + A.
3

test the equivalence of the two states in A. + A. which are
1 3
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corresponding to the starting states of A. and A. If they belong
i.

to the same class of P of A, + A., then they are equivalent and
1 J

A. .:i A..
I. 3
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III. REGULAR EXPRESSION

A. Definition of Regular Expression

Let I
k

= {0, 1, ... ,k-1} be a finite set of symbols known as

letters and accordingly, I
k is known as an alphabet. A word (often

called, also, a string, or a tape) over I
k

is a finite sequence of

letters from I
k written one after the other without any intermediate

sign. The length of a word is the number of letters in it.

Now, let us define the concatenation, union and star operation:

If P and Q are used to represent two sequences of symbols from

Ik, the concatenation operation is expressed by

PQ={s1 s = pq; p E P; q E Q}. For convenience, PQ is abbrevi-

ated by PQ. The union operation is expressed by

P +Q= {sIs E P or s E Q }. The star operation is expressed by
co

P* = X + P + PP + = X + Pn where PCP, P2 = PP etc.rand X
n1

is a trivial sequence having the property that QX = XQ = Q, the

sequence of zero length. The empty set is denoted by (1).

Definition 3.1. A regular expression is defined recursively as

follows: Given the set I = {0 7 3 7 7 71 2 ... k-1} the symbols and

X, the regular operators ".", "+" and "*" and parenthesis, then:

1. A string consisting of a single symbol of the symbols

0,1, ... , k-1, X and 4, is a regular expression.
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2. If P and. Q are regular expressions, then so are (P +Q),

(P Q) and P*.

3. No other string of symbols is a regular expression unless its

being so follows from a finite number of applications of (1)

and (2) (2,20).

At present, the language of regular expressions is one of the

most useful tool for the notation of conditions of operation of a finite

automaton. Yet for all its merits, the language of regular expres-

sions has inadequate expressiveness. However, this in-expressive-

ness can be remedied if we add to Definition 3.1 two more operators

"&" and " " which correspond to the intersection and complemen-

tation of events. The resulting language is called expanded (or

extended) regular expressions (6, 23) while the one defined in Definition

3.1 is called the restricted regular expressions. The intersection of

P and Q is expressed by P& Q= P Q= Is Is E P and s E Q}.
k 1

Let i* = i)* is used to denote the universal set. The comple-
i=0

ment of P with respect to i* is given by P', where

PI = E i* and s Pl.

Theorem 3.1. P = iff P + Q = i* and P & Q =4:1)

Proof: If P = Q', then P = Q' = {s I s E i* and s Q},

hence



and

P+ Q= {s1 s E i* and s y Q} + fulu E

I s E i* and s E Q or s E

=

P & Q = {s1 s

= {sls

and s I Q} & {ulu E Q}

and s I Q, and s E Q}
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If P & Q = .4) then for every s is in P, s is not in Q;

otherwise this contradicts that P & Q = (1). Furthermore, if s E i*

and s I Q, then s E P; otherwise this contradicts that P+Q = i*;

therefore P = {sl s E i4S Q} = Q'.

Since & and is a logically complete set, and the regular sets

form a Boolean algebra under these operators, hence any Boolean

function of a regular expression is also a regular expression.

B. A Specification Language for Atuomata

The process of logic design is one that starts with a specification

of what a logic circuit must do in the way of characterizing how the

circuit responds to different inputs with different outputs. This

specification must be precise, in order that the process of the logic

design will produce a result as desired.

It is my opinion that the regular expression language as
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presented here is a good formal language for such specifications. It

has three virtues: First, in contrast to the state graph language, its

descriptions can be conveniently written out in a line from left to

right. Second, it is precise and formal, as opposed, for example, to

a national language such as English. Third, there is indication that

one who is trained in using this language can readily, that is, without

computation or excessive reflection, express ideas by this language

(15).

For example, suppose it is desired to synthesize a sequential

circuit which will produce an output, either if there have never been

101 in the input sequence or if there have been three consecutive O's

not followed by 101. The regular expression describing this behavior

is easily seen to be R = (i*10liq + i*000 (i*101i*)'. So, the extended

regular expression enables us to write out the corresponding expres-

sion from a word description.

C. Basic Theorems on Regular Expression

Let us use the notation P = Q to mean that the regular expres-

sions P and. Q are identical, i.e., they contain the same sym-

bols in the same order. Moreover, the equation P = Q between two

regular expressions P and Q is valid if the sets P and Q

are identical. We shall use the same symbol to denote a regular

expression and the set denoted by such regular expression.
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Certain basic properties of the regular operators are given

below and others will be derived when necessary. These equations

follow directly from the definitions. If P, Q, and R are regular

expressions, them

R + R R (3.1)

P + Q = Q + p, (+ is commutative) (3. 2)

(P+Q) + R = P + (Q+R), (+ is associative) (3. 3)

R + cl) = .4) + R = R, ((I) is an additive zero) (3.4)

RI) = 4R = 41), (4) is a multiplicative zero) (3. 5)

R). = AR = R, (X. is a multiplicative unity) (3.6)

(PQ)R = P(QR), ( is associative) (3. 7)

P(Q+R) = PQ + PR, (distributive law) (3. 8a)

(P+Q)R = PR + QR, (distributive law) (3. 8b)

(I)* = =A (3.9)

R* = X + R *R (3. 10)

R* (k+R)* (3. 11)

If P = RQ*, then P = PQ + R (3. 12)

P = RQ*

= R(Q*Q+X)

= (RQ*)Q + R

= PQ + R
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then
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If P = PQ + R and X I Q, then P = RQ* (3. 13)

P = PQ + R

P = (PQ+R)Q + R

= PQ2
+ RQ + R

= (PQ+R)Q2 + RQ + R

= PQ 3
+ RQ2 + RQ + R

= PQk+1 + R(Qk+Qk-1+...+Q2 +Q+X)

This is true for any integer k. Now, since ). I Q, then

every word in the set PQk+1 will be at least the length k+1. If

X E P, let the length of x be k, then x I pQk +l so

x E R(Qk+Qk-1 +... +Q2
+Q+X) and, consequently, x E RQ*. Con-

versely, if X E RQ*, there must be an i such that x E RQi

Since P = PQ1 +1 + R(Qi+Q1-1+...+Q+X) and hence x E P. Thus,

it is proved that P = PQ + R, and X. I Q imply a unique solution

of P = RQ* (2, 8).

D. Derivatives of Regular Expression

Let us define an operation on a set R of sequences, yielding

a new set of sequences, as a derivative of R.
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Definition 3.2. Given a set R of sequences and a finite

sequence s the derivative of R with respect to s is denoted by

Ds R and is DsR = {t! st E R}.

Before we go on to present an algorithm for finding derivatives

of regular expressions, we need to find out when a regular expression

contains X. For this purpose, let us make the following definition:

Given any set R of sequences, we define 6(R) as:

5(R) = X. if X E R,

= c if X 1 R.

It is clear that 6(a) = (I) for any a E Ik, MX) = X and 6((1)) = 4.

Furthermore 6(P*) = X, and

6(PQ) = 6(P) & 6(Q).

Directly follow from the definitions of 6-function and the

operators in regular expressions, we have

6(P+Q) = 6(P) + 6(Q) (3. 14)

6(P &Q) = 6(P) & 6(Q) (3. 15)

6(P') = X if 6(P) = 41) (3. 16)

=I if 6(P) =X.

Since the connectives + and ' form a complete set of connectives
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in Boolean algebra, the 6-function of any Boolean function, f(P, Q),

can be obtained by using relations 2.14 and 2.16.

Theorem 3.2. If R is a regular expression, the derivative of

R with respect to a sequence a of unit length (a E Ik) is found

recursively as follows:

Da a = k (3. 17)

Dab = 4) for b = X. or b = (3.18)

or b E Ak and b a

Da(f(P, Q)) = f(DaP, Da Q)

Da (PQ) = (DaP)Q + 45(P)Da Q

D
a (P*) = (DaP )P*

Proof: Relations (3. 17) and (3. 18) are obviously true for they

follow directly from the definition 3.2. To prove (3. 19), it is suffi-

cient to show that it is true for f(P, Q) = P + Q and for f(P, Q) = P',

for 11+ 11 and "1" form a logically complete set in Boolean alge-

bra. With f(P, Q) = P + Q, we have

Da (P+Q) = {tI at E (P +Q)}

= {flat E P or at E Q}

= {ul au E P} {vlav E

= DaP + DaQ
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For f(P, Q) = P', since i* is the universal set of regular expres-

sions, it is easy to see that Da (i*) = i*. Hence

Da P + DaP' = Da(P+PI) = Da(i*) = i* and

[DaP&Da (P ')] = {u l au E P} & {vlav E pi}

= {t l at E P and at E Pl}

By Theorem 3.1, we have Da(P') = (DaP)I. Thus relation 3.19 holds

true for union and complementation, and consequently holds true for

any Boolean function. For relation 3.20, let P = 6(P) + P1, where

6(P1) = (1). Then

Da (PQ) = {t1 at E (6(P)+P
1)Q1

= {u au E 6(P)Q} + {vlav E P 1Q}

= 6(P)DaQ + {viv21 ay, E P1, v2

= 6(P)D
a Q + {v1 av

1
E P

1
}Q

= 6(P)DaQ + (Daly()

E Q}

Since Da P = Da(P
1+6(P))

= D
aP

1
+ Da (5(P)) = DaP

1,
hence

Da(PQ) = b(P)DaQ + (DaP)Q, which is the relation 3.20. For

relation 3.21, since P* = + PP*, we have

DaP*= Da). +:Da(PP*)

= 5(P)DaP* + (DaP)P*
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But 6(P)DaP* is either equivalent to 4) or DaP*, so

DaP*= + (DaP)P*

or

DaP*= DaP*+ (DaP)P*

which also implies

DaP*= (DaP)P*

Therefore DaP*= (DaP)P* which is the relation of 3.21 (6).

Theorem 3.3. The derivative of a regular expression R with

respect to a finite sequence of input symbols s = a1 a2...a r is

found recursively as follows:

DR = D(DR) ,ala2 a2 a1

Dala2a3R =Da3(Dala2R) ,

DR =Dala2...arR =D (D R)arala2...ar-1s

and if s = k, then DxR = R.

The proof of this theorem follows from the definition of deriva-

tive of regular expression.

Theorem 3.4. The derivative DsR of any regular expression



R with respect to any sequence s is a regular expression.

Proof: The definition of regular expression and the construc-

tion of Theorem 3.2 shows that D
aR is regular where s is a
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sequence of unit length, since only a finite number of regular opera-

tion is required to find the derivative. D
X
R is clearly regular from

Theorem 3.3. For a sequence s of length greater than 1, by

Theorem 3.3, DsR can be found by a finite number of operations

involving only operations of finding derivative with respect to unit

length which are all regular.

Theorem 3.5. A sequence s is contained in a regular expres-

sion R if X. is contained in DsR.

Proof: If X E DsR, then sX = s E R from the definition of

derivative. Conversely, if s E R, then sX E R and X E DsR,

again from the definition.

Two regular expressions which are equal are said to be of the same

type. Note that two regular expressions of the same type are not

necessarily identical in form.

Theorem 3.6. Every regular expression R has a finite num-

ber dR of types of derivatives.

Proof: Let R be a regular expression in which there are
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regular operators. This theorem is proved by induction on n.

Basis: n = 0 when there is no regular operators, R is one

of 4, X or i E Ik. We have

for all s E i*,

D XX = X and Dsk = 4) for all s E i*, s X,

D == D1 .i X, D
s

i = (I) for all s E 5 X, i.

Thus we have d(i) = 1, dx = 2, and d0 = 3, therefore, the

theorem is true for n = 0.

Inductive step: n > 0. Let us assume the theorem is true for

regular expressions having n or less regular operators. If R

is an expression with n+1 regular operators, there are three cases.

Case 1. R = Q). If R = P + Q, we have

Ds(P+Q) = DsP + DsQ. Thus dR <diDdQ. If R = P', then

Ds R = (DsP)'. In this case, dR = dP. Since dP and dQ are

finite by our assumption, hence dR is finite in both of the above

cases. Furthermore, any Boolean function can be expressed by using

a finite number of sums and complements, it follows that the number

of derivatives of R of the form R = f(P, Q), is finite.

Case 2. R = PQ. Let x = iliz...ir. We have

D. R = (D. P)Q + 6(P)D. Q,
11

11 11
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D. R = (D. . R)Q + 6(D. P)D. Q + 6(P)D. . Q .
1112 1112

11 12
1112

In general, the derivative with respect to a sequence of length r will

have the form

D. . . R = (D P)Q
1112 1 r al... ar

+ 6(D. P)D. + 6(D. P)D. . Q
11 it

-1 1r
11

2 r

+ 6(P)D. Q.
11...

S(P)D. . (3.23)

Thus Ds R is the sum of (DsP)Q and of at most r terms

of derivatives of Q. If there are d and dQ types of derivatives

of P and Q respectively, there are at most d types of

(DsP)Q and the following terms may be up to dQ derivatives of

Q. The number of following terms will be the sum of

dQ,
d d (dQ -1)(d

Q-2)

2! 3!
' d lidQ = 1.

This sum is 2 by binomial theorem. Hence dR < dP 2

dQ
and

the inductive step holds.

Case 3. R = P*. Again we have



D (P*) = (Dal al

Dala2(P*) = (Daia
a

P)P*+ 6(D P)D (P*)
a1 a2

(D P)P* + 6(D P)(Dala2 a
1

a
2

etc.
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It can be seen that, in general, DsR will be the sum of terms

of the form Dt(P)P*. If P has d type of derivatives, then R
dP

has at most d
R

< 2 -1 types of derivatives. This concludes the

induction step.

Derivatives of the same type is defined on the assumption that it

is possible to decide whether two derivatives are equal. This is not

always an easy decision. To bypass this problem, another term called

"similar derivatives" will be defined in later section of this thesis

and this term will be a lot easier to handle.
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IV. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A STATE GRAPH FOR AN
AUTOMATON RECOGNIZING A GIVEN

REGULAR EXPRESSION

A. Transition Graph

Associated with each automaton is a set of input sequences that

it recognizes. One of the ways of describing this set is provided by

the automaton's state graph. Since state graphs describe physically

realizable automata, they are subject to certain structural restric-

tions. In order to ensure deterministic operation, each node in the

graph must have leaving from it exactly one arrow for each of the

input symbols of I
k; and since an automaton can be in only one state

at a time, a state graph is limited to a single starting state. When

these restrictions are removed, the resulting graph is a transition

graph.

It is easy to see that there is no loss of generality to consider

only a two-letter alphabet, I2 = {0, 1}, while this is not true when

only one letter is considered. In general, RS SR, but in the one-

letter case, the product of sets of words is commutative.

A transition graph over 12 consists of a set of nodes with

various arrows drawn between them. Each arrow is labeled by a 0, 1

or a special symbol X. Leading out from a given node, there may be

none, one, or several arrows labeled with a given symbol.

At least one of the nodes of a transition graph is designated as
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starting node, and either some nodes or none are designated as

final nodes. Starting nodes are indicated by signs, while final

nodes are indicated by + signs.

A transition graph accepts a given string of symbols if there

exists at least one path which begins at a starting node and spells out

the given string after deleting the X.' s (if any) and ends at a termi-

nal node. The set of strings accepted by a transition graph GT is

denoted by T. GT is said to represent T.

The special symbol X is called the null symbol which is dis-

tinct from the other symbols in the alphabet of the graph and does not

appear in the strings accepted by the graph. In effect, a X-arrow

provides a free transition path, which does not use up any symbol in

the string.

Figure 4. 1 shows two typical transition graphs based on the

alphabet {0, 1}.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1. Typical transition graph.
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The graph of Figure 4. 1(a) accepts the string 10011 because

that string is spelled out by the path which leads away from starting

node B to terminal node D via intermediate nodes C, B, B, C.

Since B is both a starting and a terminal node, the graph also

accepts the null string, X, which is spelled out by the zero-length

path from B to B. In Figure 4. 1(a), note that there are two

1-arrows leaving from node A, while node D has no arrows

leaving from it; both A and B are starting nodes; and both B

and D are terminal nodes.

Figure 4. 1(b) represents T(G) = 1(101)*(010)*.

Although the use of a X-arrow sometimes simplified the

description of a set of strings, it is always possible to do without it.

Suppose that a certain graph has a X. transition from N1 to N2,

as indicated in Figure 4.2(a), unless N1 is a starting node, each

acceptable path that makes use of this particular X.-transition must

pass through one of the transition arrows entering N
1.

Such paths

can be made to bypass the X-arrow if duplicates of the arrows that

enter N1 are added as shown by the dashed lines in the figure. The

X.-transition can now be eliminated without affecting the set of strings

recognized by the graph. If N1 is a starting node, the same

procedure will work provided N2 is also made as a starting node.

Furthermore, if there is no arrow leaving from N1, and if two

graphs are formed when the X-arrow is removed, N1 and its
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in-coming arrows can also be eliminated and N2 is made to be a

final state, only if N1 is a final state after the above procedure is

carried out. If we take Figure 4. 1(b) as an example, the above pro-

cedure transfer it into the graph of Figure 4.3(a). Alternative pro-

cedure is to duplicate from N1 each of the arrows which leaves N2

and make N1 a final node if N
2

is a final node, as shown in Fig-

ure 4. 2(b). For our running example, this procedure transfer it into

the graph of Figure 4. 3(b). The conclusion is that it is always pos-

sible to eliminate X-arrows without changing the set of strings

recognized by a graph.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2. Deletion of X-transition.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3. X-Free transition graph of Figure 4. 1(b).
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B. Construction of Transition Graph to Represent a Given
Restricted Regular Expression

As we have pointed out that after we remove the restrictions on

the state graph of an automaton, a transition graph is resulted. We

can now turn to the problem of constructing a transition graph to

represent a given restricted regular expression. We will begin with

some practical techniques for developing a transition graph to repre-

sent a given restricted regular expression, and then prove that such

graph must always exist.

As a first example, let us consider the problem of designing a

transition graph which recognizes the regular set

R1 = 10*(001 + 11)(01)*. Each member of this set can be broken up

into three parts: a sequence from the set 10*, followed by a

sequence from the set 001 + 11, followed by an arbitrary number of

sequence from the set (01) *. To construct a transition graph that

accepts just the members of R1, we must arrange for sequences

from the set 10* to lead from a starting node 1 to an intermedi-

ate node 2, sequences from the set 001 + 11 to lead from 2 to a

terminal node 3, and sequences from (01)* to lead from 3 back

to 3. This can easily be done, as shown in Figure 4.4 Let us note

the use of a self-loop around node 2 to accomodate the star in 10*

and a 01-loop starting from node 3, to node 4, and then back to

node 3, to accomodate (01)*.



Starred expressions cannot always be dealt with by means of

loops quite so simply as the above. Figure 4. 5(a) shows a possible

first attempt to design a graph which recognizes the set

R = 1(101)*(010)*. The trouble with this graph is that it accepts

sequences such as 1(010) (101), which are not members of R2.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 4.5. Transition graph of R2.

The trouble arises because we try to accomodate both (101)*

and (010)* by means of loops around the same node. As a result,

path through the graph can alternate freely between the two loops.
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This can be eliminated by using two nodes, one for the (101)* loop

and one for the (010)* loop, and a X.-transition between them, as

shown in Figure 4. 5(b).

As another example, Figure 4.6 represents R3 = 1(00+01)*0*.

Note (00 +01) *0 is accommodated by the loop with a X-transition.

Figure 4.6. Transition graph of R3.

To develop a transition graph for a complicated regular expres-

sion requires more orderly procedures. One of such procedures is to

follow the inductive steps in the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 4. 1. For every restricted regular expression R,

there exists a transition graph GR which accepts exactly the set of

strings (words) described by R.

Proof: Let R be a restricted regular expression of the

alphabet {i 1, i , } and let the total number of occurrences of

the symbols i1, iz, . , , X, 4 and * in R be the count of R.

The proof proceeds by induction on the count of the expression R.
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Basis: The count of R is one. R must be either X, 4), or

i. for some j (1 < j < k). In each case, it is a simple matter to

construct a transition graph that recognizes the corresponding set of

strings, as shown in Figure 4.7.

(a) R = X. (b) R =4)

Figure 4.7. Transition graph of X, 4,

(c)R =ij

Induction Step: Assuming that the theorem is true for an

expression having a count of n or less, an expression R will

have count of n+1 only if R = P + Q, or R = PQ, or R = P*,

where P and. Q are subexpressions having a count of n or less.

Case 1. Let R = P + Q. Since both P and. Q have a count

of n or less, there must exist transition graphs G and GQ

which recognize the sets of strings that P and. Q describe. R

will be represented by the transition graph composed of G and

GQ as two independent components.

Case 2. Let R = PQ. Again P and Q must have counts

of n or less, so there must exist transition graphs G and GQ

which reocgnize the sets they describe. R = PQ will be represented

by the transition graph constructed in the following way: From every
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final nodes of GP, X. arrows are drawn to every starting nodes of

GQ; both the + signs associated with the nodes of G and the

signs associated with the nodes of GQ are erased. The starting

nodes of GP will become the starting nodes of the resulted com-

bined transition graph, the final nodes of GQ will become the final

node of the resulted combined graph. Note that neither P nor Q

can be cl) because there will be no increase in the count of R in

such case.

Case 3. Let R = P*. P must have a count of n, and the set

it describes must be represented by some transition graph G.

R = P* will be represented by the transition graph obtained from GP

by adding a X-arrow from every one of its final nodes to every one of

its starting nodes and, if necessary, an isolated node is added to

accept X.

As an example to show how the above induction steps can be fol-

lowed, let us construct a transition graph to represent

R4 = [(1*0)*01*)]*1. First we let P = 1*0, Q = 01*, and construct

GP' G
Q. Then we construct P*Q, and finally (P*Q)):41, which is

R4. Such construction is shown in Figure 4.8 on page 46.

C. Conversion of a Transition Graph to a State Graph of
an Automaton

As we have pointed out, a transition graph is a generalized form



(a) P = 1*0

(c) Q = o:*

O 1

(f) 1
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(d) P*Q

(e) (P*Q)*

(g) (P*Q)*1 = [(1*0)*01*]*1 = R4

Figure 4.8. Construction of a transition graph for Rd.
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of the state graph of an automaton, and for many applications this is

the most appropriate type of graph to be used. We have seen how a

transition graph can be easily constructed to accept a set of strings

described by a given restricted regular expression. We also proved

such transition graph always exists. In this section, we want to

develop a procedure to transform a given transition graph to a state

graph which is representing an automaton. Hence, an automaton is

found to accept the set of strings described by a given restricted

regular expression.

It is easy to see that every non-deterministic automaton is a

transition graph which does not have X-arrows, its initial states are

labeled with "-," final state with "+." Such transition graph is

called a non-deterministic graph. The non-deterministic automation
A 1 2 3Ala which we defined earlier, Ala = al, 2, 3, 4 }, {0, 1}, {0 = (2 1 3"

lA = ( 4 2 2 3
1 3 4 4

)1,{1, 2 }, {2, 4 }) is represented by the non-deterministic

graph as shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9. Transition graph for Ala.
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Since we have shown that all \- transition in a transition graph

can be removed without changing the set of strings recognized by the

graph, hence a transition graph is also a non-deterministic automa-

ton. For example, the transition graphs of Figure 4. 1(a) and Figure

4. 3(b) are the non-deterministic automata A5 and A6 respec-

tively, where

ABCCAACA5 = ( {A, B, C, D}, {0, 1}, {0A
= (BBBA ), 1

A =(AD B
A )},{A,B},{B,D})C

and

2 3 5 7 1 2 4 6A6 = ({1 2 3 4 5 6 7}, {0 1} {0A = (6 4 6 5 ), 1
A

( 2 3 2 7)},{1},{2,5}.

Now, let us show how a transition graph can be converted to a

state graph of an automaton. First, let us clarify some of the

nomenclatures related to the transition graph. The i-successors of a

node N in a transition graph are the nodes that can be reached from

N by traversing an arrow labeled with the symbol i. The

i-successor of a set of nodes P is defined to be the set consisting

of all the i-successors of the members of P. Thus, in the graph of

Figure 4. 1(a), the 1-successors of A are A and D, and the

1-successor of the set {A, B} is the set {A, C, D}.

A transition graph that has a single starting node and unique

successors is called a deterministic graph: a deterministic graph is

a state graph, thus the graph in Figure 2.1 is a deterministic graph.
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Graphs which recognize the same set of strings are called equivalent

graphs. To construct an equivalent deterministic graph Gd from a

given non-deterministic graph Gn in which X-arrows are assumed

to be eliminated, we shall take the starting node, or the set of start-

ing nodes of Gn as the unique starting state of Gd. Each state of

Gd will represent set of nodes of Gn. If state S represents the

set of nodes P, then the unique i-successor of S is the state

which represents the i-successor of the set P. Finally, a state in

Gd is made a final state only when at least one of the nodes in the set

that it represents is a terminal node of G. The graph of Figure

4. 1(a) is used to illustrate the conversion procedure. Starting nodes

A and B are made to be the starting AB. The 0-successor and

1-successor of AB are B and ACD respectively. Both B

and ACD are terminal states of Gd for B and. D are termi-

nal states of Gn; and the 0- and 1-successors of B and ACD

are B, C and. AB, AD respectively and so on, as shown in Table

4.1. This procedure will terminate since there is only a finite num-

ber of combinations of the finite number of nodes in Gn. Figure

4. 1(a) and its equivalent deterministic graph are shown in Figure

4. 10.
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Table 4.1. Conversion table for transi-
tion graph Figure 4.1(a).

0 1

AB ± B ACD
B + B C
ACD + AB AD
C AB D
AD + B A
D + (1) 4)

A B AD
4) 4) 4)

(a) Figure 4. 1(a)
1

(b) Equivalent deterministic
graph of Figure 4. 1(a)

Figure 4.10. Equivalent deterministic graph of A5.

It is easy to verify that the graph (b) of Figure 4.10 accepts

precisely the same strings as the graph (a) of Figure 4.10. Each

string corresponds to one path in the new graph, (b), and the state

which appears at the end of this path describes the set of nodes which

could be reached by the corresponding paths in the original graph (a).

The string is accepted by the new graph only when one of these nodes
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is a terminal node of the original graph; that is, if the string is

accepted in the original graph.

The construction outlined above is applicable to any finite non-

deterministic graph. Therefore, any set of strings which is recog-

nized by a transition graph can also be recognized by a finite deter-

ministic graph, or a state graph, and hence by a finite automaton.

We have shown that for a given restricted regular expression, a

transition graph can be constructed to accept exactly the set of strings

described by the regular expression. Furthermore, such transition

graph can be converted or transformed to an equivalent state graph.

Hence an automaton is found to accept the set of strings represented

by the regular expression. The following conclusion is made:

Theorem 4.2. For every restricted regular expression, there

exists an automaton A such that the set of strings accepted by A

is equal to the set of strings represented by this regular expression.

The regular expression is said to be represented by A.

D. State Graph of an Automaton for a Given Expanded
Regular Expression

It is very useful to enrich the language of regular expressions to

include the operation intersection (& or and negation (or

complementation) (I). The added operations increase the ability of

writing regular expressions from a word description. The resulted
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regular expression is called the extended (or expanded) regular

expression. Since &, and ' are logically complete and the regu-

lar sets form a Boolean Algebra of sets under these operations.

Hence, in the extended language of regular expressions, any Boolean

function of regular expression is also a regular expression.

In this section, we would like to show how the method described

in the previous section to construct a state graph to represent a given

regular expression can be extended to represent an expanded regular

expression. First, let us consider the regular expression containing

single or single &; that is, expressions in the form of R' or

R & P where R and. P are restricted regular expressions.

To construct a state graph GR, to represent R', a state

graph GR which represents R is first constructed, then GR' is

constructed in the following way: the + signs associated with the

states of GR is erased, then all the states which are not final

states of GR are constructed as final states of GR'. For example,

R4 = [(1*0)*01*]*1 is represented by the transition graph in Figure

4.8(f) is illustrated here in Figure 4.11(a). We first eliminate all

X.- transition in (a) which becomes the graph in Figure 4. 11(b), then

(b) is converted to a state graph as shown in Figure 4. 11(c), and

finally the state graph in (d) represents R14= {[(1*0)*01*] *111.

It is easy to verify that the transition graph so constructed

accepts precisely exactly the set of strings described by R'. A



sequence s is described by R if s is not described by R,

and is not accepted by GR. By the construction of GR, such and

only such sequence s is accepted by GR, and hence GR'

represents R

(a) R = [(1*0)*01*]*1
4
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(b) X-arrows removed

(c) State graph for R4 (d) State graph for 114

Figure 4. 11. Construction of state graph of R4.
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To construct a state graph GRP to represent the regular

expression R & P, since R and P are restricted regular

expression, hence state graphs for R and P can be constructed.

Let them be GR and G , respectively. The GR&P is con-

structed in the following way: All states in GR&P are of the form

(qRqp) where qR and q are states in GR and G

respectively. Under input i, there is a transition in GR&P from

(qRqp) to (q
R

,q PI ) if input i also causes a transition in G

from qp to qp, and in GR from qR to qR,. (qRqp) is a

starting (or final) node of GR if q
R

and q are starting (or

final) nodes of GR and G respectively. GR so constructed

represents R&P.

As an example, let us construct a state graph which recognizes

the set of strings containing two consecutive O's but does not end in

01, i.e. , R5 = (i*O0i*) & (i*O1)', where i* = (1+0)*. Let

P = i*O0i* and Q = i*01. Transition graphs G and. Go are

first constructed, the state graphs for P and. Q, then state graph

Go?, then finally state graph GP&Q' are constructed, as shown in

Figure 4. 12.

To verify the state graph which is constructed according to the

procedure just described, recognizes the regular expression R&P.

Let s be any string in R&P. s is denoted by R&P only if s is

both denoted by R and denoted by P, that is if s is both



I
0+1 0+1

0 0
(a) Transition graph for

P = i*O0i*

(c) State graph for P
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(b) Transition graph for
Q = i*O1

(d) State graph for Q

(e) State graph for Q'

(f) State graph for R5 = P & Q'

Figure 4. 12. Construction of state graph for R5.
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accepted by GR and G. Only then in Gp and GR, s is

spelled out by a path which ends at a final state. In the construction of

GR&P , we notice such a path also exists in GR Hence s is

accepted by GR

Since a state graph can always be constructed to recognize a

given expanded regular expression, which is represented by an

automaton, the following is concluded:

Theorem 4.3. For every regular expression R there is an

automaton A representing it, i. e. , the set of strings accepted by

A is equal to the set of strings represented by R.

E. The Construction of State Graph for a Given Regular
Expression by Using its Derivatives

We have proved earlier that every regular expression R has a

finite number dR of types of derivatives. Now let us develop a

method to find them all. The dR different types of derivatives of R

will be called the characteristic derivatives of R. Let us arrange

the sequences of symbols from I
k

in the order of increasing length;
A,

for example, for 12 = {0,1}, we have X, 0,1,00,01,10,11, .

The derivatives are now found in the above order, i. e. ,

Dx,R,D0R,D1R,DooR... . Since there are only a finite number of

types of derivatives of R, it will terminate at sequences s of

length L(s) = r for no new types of derivatives could be found for
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any sequence of length r. That is every DsR = DtR for some t,

where L(t) < r. Since any sequences of length r+1 can be written

as si Ds.R =
s t

and since L(ti) < r+1, every derivative with respect to a sequence

of length r+1 will be equal to the derivative with respect to a

sequence of length less than r+1. Hence, if no new types of deriva-

tives are found for L(s) = r, then no new types will be found for

L(s) = r+1, etc. Therefore, at least one new type of derivative must

be found for L(s) = 0, 1, ..., or, otherwise, the process terminates.

We have L(s) = r < dR and the following can be concluded: All

characteristic derivatives of R can be found by calculating the

derivatives of R with respect to sequences in the increasing order

or length not exceeding dR-1.

Now let us show how the characteristic derivatives of R are

related to the equivalence of states of the automaton representing R.

Note that for a given sequence s, if Rs denotes the set of all the

sequences such that sRs E R, then it follows from the definition of

derivative that R = DsR. If a sequence s takes automaton A

which accepts R, from the starting state qx to a state q., it
3

is clear that the regular expression R. denoting the set of sequences
3

accepted by is simply the derivative of R with respect to s.

Furthermore, if both s. and sk take A from qx to



then Ds.R = DskR = R.. If we take the first s in the order of

increasing q., then with

each state we can associate a unique derivative with respect to that

first s. Theorem 2.1 can now be restated as follows.

Theorem 4.4. Two states
c13

and qk of an automaton A
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representing the regular expression R are equivalent if their

sk

are any two sequences which take A from starting state qx to qi

and qk respectively.

Thus by the arguments presented in this and the proceeding

sections we have established a very close relationship between deriva-

tives of a regular expression and the states of the corresponding finite

automaton.

The procedure of construction of a minimal state graph repre-

senting a given regular expression are outlines as follows=

1. Find derivatives of R in the order of increasing length

until all the characteristic derivatives of R are found. In

the above process, if DsR = DtR where t appears later

than s in the order of increasing length, no derivative of

R with respect to a sequence starting with s should be

considered afterward.

2. Associate one internal state with each characteristic deriva-

tive.
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3. If Ds R is a characteristic derivative, there is a transition

arrow labeled with from the state associated with DsR

to the state associated with D .R for every i E Ik if

D .R is also a characteristic derivative; otherwise the
Si

transition arrow runs towards the state associated with DtR,

where DtR = D .R.
SI

4. The state associated with D
X

R is the starting state.

5. A state is a final state if X. is contained in the characteris-

tic derivative associated with it-

This procedure is illustrated in the following example: Let

R = (i *OOi*) & (i *01)', where i* = (0+1)*- Denoting R = P&Q1,

where P = i*O0i*, and Q = i*01, we have

DAR = R = P&QT;

DoR = (F+01*) & (Q+1)';

D
1
R = P&QI = R;

DOOR = (P+Oi*+i*) & (Q+1)'

= (PO & (Q+1)'

= (Q+1)';

D01R = P & (Q+X)';

D000
R = (Q+1)';

D
001 R = (Q +X)';

D010R = (P-F0i*) & (Q+1)';

introduce gx,

introduce q0,

return to qx,

introduce q00'

introduce goy

return to q00,

introduce
c1001,

return to q0,
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D 011R = P&Q; return to qx,

D R = (Q+1)'; return to0010 q00,

D R = Q'; introduce0011 c10011'

D
00110

R = (Q+1'); return to q00,

= Q'; return toD
00111R 610011

This concludes the construction. The characteristic derivatives

are DX' D0, D00, D01, D
001 and D0011. Since only D00 and

contain X, therefore q00 and q0011
D0011 are final states

and the state graph has six states as shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13. State graph of R.

Note that Figure 4.13 is identical with Figure 4. 12(f) except in

the naming of the states. Upon examining the state graph, it is clear

that state qx and q01 are equivalent since
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D01R = P & (Q -1-X )' = P & & X' = P & & i*

= P & Q' = D R

Therefore, the state graph in Figure 4.13 can be reduced to five

states as shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14. State graph of R with state q01 reduced.

So far, we have assumed that it is always possible to determine

whether two regular expressions are equal. In reality, it is some-

times quite difficult to do so. To remedy this difficulty, let us now

modify the theorem first by introducing Definition 4.1.

Definition 4.1. Two regular expressions are similar if one can

be transformed to the other by using only the identities (3.1) to (3.6).

Otherwise, they are dissimilar.

Theorem 4.5. Every regular expression has only a finite num-

ber of dissimilar derivatives.
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Proof: To prove this theorem, we must demonstrate that the

process of constructing the derivatives in the order of increasing

length will terminate after a finite number of steps, even if only

similarity of regular expression is recognized. This result is

actually implicit in the proof of Theorem 3.6, but we shall explain it

now in more detail.

As in the proof of Theorem 3.6, the result is obvious in the

basis step of the proof by induction. For R = f(P, Q), from Case 1

in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we have DR = f(D P,D Q). Now, as
s s s

s takes on all possible values, DsR is compared with all the pre-

viously found derivatives. Since DsP and DsQ will appear in

f(D P,D Q) only a finite number of times and the structure of f is
s s

fixed, and furthermore, P and Q have only a finite number of

dissimilar derivatives, the process will clearly terminate.

Let us proceed with Case 2 in the proof of Theorem 3.6. If

R = PQ we can write DsR in the form of (3.21). Here, since the

number of terms in (3.21) increase with the length of s, we cannot

use the argument of Case 1. The associative law of sum has been

used in (3.21) to remove parentheses. The commutative law for sum

can be used to recognize two sums in which the terms appear in dif-

ferent orders. Each new derivative must be simplified using

R + R = R, + R R, ci)R. = Ril), and XR RX. = R, and then com-

pared with the previous derivatives. Since the inequality
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d

d
R

< dP2 does not depend on the length of s, and thus these

equalities allow us to terminate the process.

Finally, the same argument is applicable to R = P* and hence

the theorem holds.

Note that we have modified the definition of similarity of regu-

lar expression from the one given by J.A. Brzozowski in "Derivatives

of Regular Expression!' (6). Identities (3.4), (3.5) are included here

to make Theorem 4.5 true.

State graph for a given regular expression can be constructed by

finding all dissimilar derivatives and follow the construction proce-

dure outlined as above. Note that equality of regular expressions are

not required, thus the difficulty of proving the equality of regular

expressions is avoided.

A different approach to obtaining a state graph from a regular

expression has been discussed by McNaughton and Yamada. For

detail study of their algorithm, readers are referred to read their

paper (15).
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V. EQUIVALENCE OF REGULAR EXPRESSIONS VERSUS THE
EQUIVALENCE OF THEIR CORRESPONDING AUTOMATA

Suppose we are given two regular expressions for comparison.

The first question that arises is, "Are they equal?" If not, then Is

one included in the other?" There is a well established and simple

technique to handle inclusion by proving the equation: P Q will be

true if P + Q = Q. So now, let us demonstrate how to prove the

equivalence of two regular expressions.

First, corresponding transition graphs are constructed for two

given regular expressions. These transition graphs are then con-

verted into state graphs to represent the corresponding automata for

the given regular expressions. Now, let us check the equivalence of

their starting states; if they are equivalent, by Definition 2.3, the

two automata are equivalent, and by Theorem 2.1 the given two regu-

lar expressions are equivalent; otherwise the regular expressions are

different.

The above procedure is illustrated in the following example:

Given P = [(1*0)*01*]* and Q X + 0(0+1)* + (0+1)*00(0+1)*. To

verify P E Q, transition graphs for P and Q are constructed

respectively as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The X-transitions in

both graphs are eliminated respectively as shown in Figures 5.3 and

5.4. State graphs for P and Q are then constructed as shown in

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. Since by the time we reach state
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(a) (14=0)*

(c) (1*0)*01*
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(b) 01*

(d) P = [(1*0)*01*]*

Figure 5.1. The construction of transition graph of P.

(a) X + 0(0+1)*

0+1

(b) (0+1)*00(0+1)*

(c) Q = X + 0(0+1)* + (0+1)4'00(0+1)*

Figure 5.2. The construction of transition graph of Q.



Figure 5.3. X-Free transition
graph of P.

Figure 5.4. X-Free transition
graph of Q.

Figure 5.5. State graph of P. Figure 5.6. State graph of Q.

1
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Figure 5.7. Reduced state graph, Figure 5.8. Reduced state graph,.
GQ, of Q.GP, of P.
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(AC) in Figure 5.5, any transition will lead to a final state hereafter,

so GP can be reduced to a state graph as shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5. 6 is simplified in the same way which is shown in Figure

5. 8.

Now, we have two reduced state graphs as shown in Figure 5.7

and 5. 8 for given regular expressions P and Q respectively.

They may or may not be minimal, but this does not really matter.

Let us say AP and AQ are the corresponding automata repre-

sented by GP and GQ. The equivalence of the starting states AA'

and. E of A and AQ respectively will be checked by using the

equivalence partitioning technique on AP + A
Q

which is the merged

automaton of AP and. AQ, so constructed as mentioned in

Chapter II E. A state graph of Ap + AQ is shown in Figure 5.9

Note that the corresponding states of AA' and E are states 1

and 5 respectively in the figure.

Figure 5.9. Ap + AQ.

0+1



A series of Pk tables for A + A
Q

are constructed for

k = 1, 2, ... If states 1 and 5 are in different classes of Pk
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for some k, then the checking process is terminated and we have

proved P 1 Q for 1 1 5. Otherwise the construction of Pk tables con-

tinues until the equivalent partition of AP + A
Q

is obtained. We

have 1 = 5, hence P = Q.

Table 5.1. P1 table for
AP + A

Q

E 0 1

a 2 3a 2a
3 4b 2a
7 8a 7a
8 9b 7a

b 1 4b 2a
4 4b 4b
5 6b 7a
6 6b 6b
9 9b 9b

Table 5.2. P2 table for
AP + A

Q

E 0 1

a 2 3b 2a
7 8b 7a

b 3 4d 2a
8 9d 7a

c 1 4d 2a
5 6d 7a-

d 4 4d 4d
6 6d 6d
9 9d 9d

The equivalent partitioning table of AP + A
Q

is the P2

table which indicates that states 6 and 9 are equivalent. Hence,

their corresponding states (F,G,H) and (F, E) in Figure 5. 8 are

equivalent. GQ can be reduced to four states by merging (G, G, H)

and (F,E). The reduced state graph for Q will be identical with

the state graph for P as shown in Figure 5.7. Actually, it is not

too difficult to recognize the equivalence of states (F,G,H) and
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(F, G); hence the equivalence of the state graphs, and hence P a Q,

before the equivalence partition table is constructed, yet this is not

always the case.

Let us outline the procedure for checking the equivalence of two

given regular expressions P and. Q.

1. Construct transition graphs for P and. Q.

2. Convert these graphs into state graphs.

3. Construct A + A
Q.

4. Construct the equivalence partition table for AP + AQ.

5. If the starting state of AP and the starting state of AQ

are shown to be equivalence in the equivalence partition

table of AP + A
Q,

then P and Q are equivalent;

otherwise P and. Q are different.

The above technique is now used to check an equality R = S,

where R = [10+(0+11)0*1] *1 and S = (10)*1+(10)*(11+0)

[0+ 1(10)*(11+0)]*1(10)=,1. Following the procedure just described,

transition graphs for R and. S are constructed respectively, then

they are converted into state graphs, then AR + AS is constructed,

and finally the equivalence partition table of AR + AS is constructed.

From such table, we will be able to check out the equivalence of R

and S. All of the above steps are carried out as shown in the follow-

ing figures and tables.



(a) 10

(d) [10+(0+11)0*1]*

(b) (0+11)0*1
(c) 10+(0+11)0*1

(e) [10+(0+11)0*1]*1

Figure 5.10. Transition graph of R.

Figure 5.11. X-Free transi-
tion graph of R.

(a) State graph of R (b) State graph of
R with state D
eliminated

Figure 5.12. State graph of R.



(a) (10)*1

(c) [0+1(10)4,0.1+0n*

(b) (10) *(11+0)

(d) 1(10)*1

(e) S = (10)*1 + (10)*(11+0)[0+1(10)*(11+0)]*1(10)*1

Figure 5.13. Construction of transition graph of S.
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Figure 5.14. X-Free transition graph of S.

Figure 5.15. State graph of S.

0

Figure 5.16. State graph of AR + AS.



Table 5.3. P1 table for
AR+ A.

0 1

1 3a 2b

3 3a

4 3a 2b

a 5 7a 6b

7 8a 9a

8 8a 9a

9 8a 10b

2 4a 3a

b 6 5a 7a

10 9a 8a

Table 5.4. P2 table for
AR+ AS.

Z 0 1

1 3b 2c

a 4 3b 2c

5 7b

9 8b 10c

3 3b

......_

4a

b 7 8b 9a

8 8b 9a

2 4a 3b

c o 5a 7b

10 9a 8b
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Since we have shown that states 1 and 5, the corresponding

starting state A and F of AR and A5 are equivalent from

the equivalence partition table of AR + As, hence R and S are

equivalent. Furthermore, both R and S can be represented by

a three states state graph as shown in Figure 5.17. As we have

pointed out earlier, the equivalence of states, such as in this case,

states 1 and 4; 5 and 9; 7 and 8; 6 and 10; are not easy to be

recognized without the help of an equivalence partition table.
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Figure 5.17. State graph of R = S.

Let us consider an equivalence problem in the extended language

of regular expressions as our last example in this section. Let

U. = [(1+0)*00(1+0)*] & [(1+0)*01]', V = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*

[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*} and we want to check out the equivalence of

and V. U is a set of sequences containing two consecutive 0's

but does not end in 01 and its state graph has been constructed in the

previous section and is shown in Figure 4.14. So let us now construct

the state graph for V as shown in the following figures.

Since in the reduced state graph for V, merging equivalent

states (4) and (7,10), are identical to the state graph for U as

shown in Figure 4.14, U and V are equivalent.



(a) (1+01)*

0

(d) (11*0+0)0*+11*

(b) 0*1 (c) [(11*0+0)0*1]*

(e) [0.1*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]

0

(f) O*1[(11*0+0)0*11*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*

(g) Transition graph for
V = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*}

Figure 5.18. Construction of transition graph of V.

75
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(h) X -Free transition graph of V

Figure 5.18. Continued.

Figure 5.19. State graph of V.

Figure 5.20. Reduced state graph of V.
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VI. EQUIVALENCE OF REGULAR EXPRESSIONS VERSUS GRAPHS

Another method for proving the equivalence of regular expres-

sions is by means of graphs. To begin our discussion, let us take

another look at regular expressions. We can think of a regular

expression as a manner of generating words. For example, from

P = [(1*0)*01*]* except for the null sequence X, we can generate a

sequence either with 0 or 1. If we select the 1 then we have the

option of writing 1 any number of times and then write 0, the above

generation can be repeated any number of times, then write 0, fol-

lowing by writing any times of 1, and then the whole thing can be

repeated any number of times; words can also be generated if one

selects to begin with 0 in the similar manner. Thus the regular

expression can be thought of as a generator to generate the set of all

possible words that is described by the regular expression.

Graph is a concept which arises very naturally when we take the

above point of view while considering a regular expression. Let us

consider the regular expression P = [(1*0)*01*]* as a word genera-

tor in the manner described above and note that the graph in Figure

6. 1(e) will generate the same set of words as P.

To generate a word in such a graph we must first select a path

which begins at an initial node and terminates at a terminal node.

The word is spelled out by this path by labels on the branches along
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the way in the event. Thus the event is simply the set of words

spelled out by the set of all such paths. Every regular expression can

be converted into such a graph which has been proved and an algorithm

has been presented in the earlier chapter.
1 0

(a) (1*0)*

0

(b) 01*

(c) (1*0)*01*

(d) (1*0)*01* (e) [(1*0)*01*]*.

Figure 6.1. Construction of transition graph for P.

To show how graphs can be used to prove a regular expression

equation, let us present a graph-theoretical proof of the same equa-

tion that we have proved by the previous method, namely

P = [(1*0)-01*]*= X + 0(0+1*+(0+1)*00(0+1)* = Q. As we can see in the

sequence of graphs in Figure 6.2, where the graph of Figure 6.2(a) is

representing P, and the graph of Figure 6. 2(h) is representing Q.



(a) P = [(1*0)*01*]*

(d)

(f)

0+1

(b) (c)

(g)

(e)

0+1
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0+1

(h) Q = ). + 0(0+1)*
+(0+1)*00(0+1)*

Figure 6.2. Transferring GP into GQ.
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The sequence is such that each step preserves the event pre-

cisely; no words are introduced or deleted. Furthermore, each step

is the result of deletion or addition of a branch, or a branch and a

node. The step which leads to Figure 6. 2(b) is justified in that, any

path using the new branch labeled X from node 1 to node 3 can just as

well have gone via the old branches, labeled X from node 1 to node

2 and the X-branch from node 2 to node 3. The addition of the new

branch labeled 0 from node 1 to node 4 in Figure 6. 2(c) is justified

in the same manner, for there are arrows labeled X and 0, from

node 1 to node 2 and from node 2 to node 4 respectively. In Figure

6. 2(d), the addition of a new node (node 5), a new branch labeled 0

from node 3 to node 5, and a new branch labeled 0 from node 5 to

node 4, is justified in that, any path using the new node and branches

could just as well have gone via the old branches labeled 0 from

node 3 to node 2 and 0 from node 2 to node 4. Two branches have

been deleted in Figure 6. 2(c). The deletion of the X-branch going

from node 1 to node 2 is justified by that, any use of that branch in a

path is either to go further to node 3 via another )'.- branch or go

further to node 4 via a 0-branch; in both cases, since node 3 is not a

final node, the direct branches labeled X and 0, going from node

1 to node 2 and from node 1 to node 4 can be used instead. The

delection of the branch labeled 0 going from node 2 to node 4 is

justified by that, node 2 is not a starting node and any use of the
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branch in a path has to be going from node 3 via node 2 to node 4,

such path can take the way via node 5 instead. The deletion of node 2

in Figure 6.2(f) is very easy to see, for any path using that node

must go back to node 3; hence a loop branch labeled 0 is used as

the replacement. In Figure 6. 2(g), the addition of a loop branch

labeled 0 at node 4 is justified by that, any path using this new

branch could just as well have gone via the old branches labeled X

and 0 from node 4 to node 1 and back to node 4. Finally, in Fig-

ure 6. 2(h), the deletion of the X.-branch from node 4 to node 1 and

making node 4 a final node is justified by a slightly more complicated

consideration: Any path reaches node 4 can also reach node 1 which is

a final node via the X-arrow from node 4 to node 1 spelling out the

same word, hence reaching node 4 is as the same as reaching a final

node. When node 4 is reached, since there is a 0+1 loop branch at

node 4, anything can be spelled out before going to node 1. Hence by

making node 4 a final node, the X-branch from node 4 to node 1 can be

deleted, but no new branches have to be introduced.

Now let us define some useful terms.

Definition 6. 1. In a transition graph, the out-going (or in-

coming) branches of node A is said to include the out-going (or in-

coming) branches of node B iff for every branch labeled i, i E Ik,

from node B (or node N) to a node N (or B), there is also
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a branch labeled i from node A (or N), to node N (or A).

Out-going branches of B is said to be included by the out-going

branches of node A.

Definition 6. 2. In a transition graph, the branches of node A

is said to include the branches of node B iff both the out-going and

in-coming branches of node A include the out-going and in-coming

branches of node B respectively.

Definition 6.3. In a transition graph, the out-going (or in-

coming) branches of node A is said to be equivalent with the out-

going (or in-coming) branches of node B iff the out-going (or

in-coming) branches of A include, and are included by, the out-

going (or in-coming branches of B.

With terms defined as the above, the following theorems are

easy to see and straightforward. Let us just state them.

Theorem 6. 1. In a transition graph, If there is a transition

arrow labeled i. (X.) pointing from N1 to node N2 and a tran-

sition arrow labelled X(i.) pointing from node N2 to node N3, a

transition arrow labeled i, pointing from N1 to N3 may be

added without altering the set of words accepted by that graph.

Theorem 6.2. In a transition graph, if il i2... i(n-1) in
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takes the graph from node 0 to node 1, to node 2, ..., to node K,

to node L, , to node N-1, then to node N, and if

1112...i
k

i i(n-1) also takes the graph from node 0 to node 1,

to node 2, , to node K, to node L', ..., to node (N-1)1.

An in-arrow may be introduced from node (N-1)1 to node N

without altering the set of words accepted by the graph if the branches

of node M, L M (N-1), include the branches of node M',

< I\41 < (N-1)1 .

i3

+1)

i(n-1

Theorem 6.3. In a transition graph, if there is a one to one

corresponding out-going branch labeled ip from node A to node

P and from node B to node P, and if there is a branch labeled

iK' going from node K to node A, a new branch labeled iK

from node K to node B may be introduced without altering the

set of word accepted by the graph.



0 0
i
K

may be introduced
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Theorem 6.4. In a transition graph, if the branches of node A

are included by the branches of node B, node A may be deleted

and B is made to be a starting (or final) node only if A is a

starting (or final) node.

In a transition graph, let A be a set of nodes

{A1, A2, ..., An} and. B be another set of nodes {B ,B Bn}.
1 2'

A and B are said to be compatible iff there is a one-to-one cor-

respondence a starting node

iff B. is also a starting node and A. is a final node iff B. is
1

3 3

also a final node, where 1 < i, j < n. A and. B are said to be

internally transitional equivalent iff for every i-transition from A.

to Ak, where A. E A and Ak E A, there is also a i-transition

from B. to Bk, where Bk E B, and B. E B, and vice versa.

It is obvious that the definitions and theorems in this section

are applicable to compatible and internally transitional equivalent sets.
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Let us now prove the equivalence of some regular expressions

which we have proved previously by means of transition graphs. Con-

sider the equivalence of regular expressions R = [10+(0+11)0*1]*1

and S = (10)*1+(10)*(11+0)[0+1(10)*(11+0)]*1(10*1. Transition graphs

of R and. S are constructed and shown previously in Figure

5. 10(e) and Figure 5. 13(e) respectively. For convenience, let us

redraw them in Figure 6.3 and. Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.3. Transition graph
of R.

Figure 6.4. Transition graph
of S.

The transition graph of S is much structural simpler than

the transition graph of R. Since it is often desirable to reduce a

complicated graph to a simple graph, so let us try to reduce Figure

6.4. In order to transform Figure 6.4 into, or something close to

the structure of Figure 6. 3, obviously some nodes in Figure 6. 4

have to be deleted, but without altering the set of words accepted by
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Figure 6.4. Let us start doing so by introducing new branches by

virtue of Theorem 6.2 as shown in Figure 6. 5(a) and then deleting

nodes 4, 7, and 10 by virtue of Theorem 6.4 as shown in Figure

6. 5(b). Now, by Theorem 6. 1, new branches are introduced to

eliminate the two X-branches going from nodes 5, 8 into nodes 8, 9

respectively as shown in Figure 6. 5(b) and (c). Note that nodes 5 and

9 are also eliminated in this process. In Figure 6.5(c), new branches

are introduced to eliminate the X.-branch going into node 8. This

X-branch is eliminated as shown in Figure 6. 5(d). By Theorem 6.2

and 6.3, new branches are introduced as in Figure 6.5(d), (e) and

nodes 11, 12 and 13 are eliminated by virtue of Theorem 6.4, as

shown in Figure 6. 5(f). New branches are introduced in Figure 6. 5(f)

and node 1 is eliminated in Figure 6. 5(g). The branches at node 2

include the branches at node 6, so a branch labeled 0 from node 6

to node 8 is introduced as shown in Figure 6. 5(g) and node 6 is

eliminated as shown in Figure 6. 5(h).

The transition graph of S in Figure 6.4 is now reduced to the

graph in Figure 6. 5(h) which is structurally even simpler than the

graph of R in Figure 6. 3. So, let us try to reduce the graph in

Figure 6. 3 to a graph structurally similar to Figure 6. 5(h). New

branches are added to the graph as shown in Figure 6. 6(a), and after

the removing of the X-branch, there are only in-coming branches at

node 5 and hence it is also removed as shown in Figure 6. 6(b). Since
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. 5. Equivalent transformation of transition graph of S.
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10 takes the graph from node 2 to node 4 and back to node 2 and 1

takes the graph from node 2 to node 1, by Theorem 6.2, 0-branch

can be added from node 1 to node 2 as shown in Figure 6. 6(c). By

the same theorem, new branch is introduced as in Figure 6. 6(d), and

node 4 is eliminated as shown in Figure 6.6(e). It is easy to see that

the graph in Figure 6. 5(h) is identical with the graph in Figure 6. 6(e)

except for the naming of the nodes, hence R and S are equiva-

lent.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

(e)

Figure 6. 6. Equivalent transformation of transition graph of R.
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VII. AXIOMATIC APPROACH TO THE EQUIVALENCE OF
REGULAR EXPRESSIONS

A. An Axiom System

Regular expressions can be obtained formally by recursive

application of the operations +, * to the letter of Ik, and X,

and II). Naturally, we want to find an axiomatic definition for this

system, similar to those known for other algebraic systems such as

sets, rings, and etc. A negative solution has been obtained by

V.N. Redko. He has shown that if substitution is the only rule of

inference, then no finite set of axioms is sufficient to yield a complete

axiomatization of the algebra of events over the alphabet I k. That

is, there is no finite set of axioms from which all valid equations in

this system can be derived by means of substitution only. It is only

with rules of inference stronger than the substitution rule, axiom

systems can be constructed. Two formal systems for the algebraic

transformation of restricted regular expressions has been developed

by A. Salomaa with stronger inference. Both systems are consistent

and complete. One of these systems has also extended itself to the

extended language of regular expressions (20,21). Let us present the

axiomatic system of extended regular expressions over the input

alphabet X = {x1, ...,xr} and show how it is used to prove equiva-

lence of regular expressions. We use the set X instead of I
k
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merely because xi, . , xr are conventionally used in equations.

There are 14 axioms in the system F:

Al P + (Q+R) = (P+Q) + R

A2 P(QR) = (PQ)R

A3 P+Q=Q+R

A4 P(Q+R) = PQ + PR

A5 (P+Q)R = PR + QR

A6 P + P = P

A7 X.P = P

A8 (i)P = (i)

A9 P + = P

A10 p*= + P*P

All P* = (X +P)*

A
12 P & Q = [(P) +-(Q)111

A
13 (131x1 +P2x2+ +Prxr)I Pixl + PI2 2x

+ . + P'xr + X.r
A14 (P1x1 +P2x2+. . . +Pr xr 1

+X)1 = pi x
1 2

+ p, x
2 r+ + PI xr .

P, Q, R and P., 1 < i < r are arbitrary regular expressions.

There are two rules of inference in the system:

Rule 1 (Substitution): Assuming that P2 is the result of replac-

ing an occurrence of Q by R in P1, then from equations

Q = R and Pi = P3, equations P2 = P and P2 = P3 may
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be inferred.

Rule 2 (Solutions of Equations): Assuming that Q does not

possess empty word property (i.e., X Q), then from the equation

P = PQ + R, equation P = RQ* may be inferred.

Let us define some terms which we are going to use for the

development of this system F.

Definition 7.1. A proof in the axiom system F is a finite

sequence of equations where each equation is either an axiom or fol-

lows by a rule of inference from the earlier equations in the sequence.

Definition 7.2. An equation P = Q is derivable within the

system F, in symbols d: P = Q, if there is a proof ending with

the equation P = Q.

Definition 7.3. The axiom system F is said to be consistent,

if all derivable equations are valid.

Definition 7.4. The axiom system is said to be complete if all

valid equations are derivable.

It is obvious that all the axioms Al -A14 are valid and that

rule 1 preserves validity. It is also easy to see that if X Q, then

the equation P = PQ + R has only one solution, namely P = RQ*.
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(See 3. 13.) Therefore, rule 2 preserves validity and the following

can be concluded:

Theorem 7. 1. The axiom system F is consistent.

To show that system F is complete, some equations and

theorems are developed:

Theorem 7.2. Let P, Q, R and S be arbitrary regular

expressions. Then d:P = P.

If d:P = Q, then d:Q = P.

If d:P = Q and d:Q = R, then d:P = R.

If d:P = Q and d:R = S, then d:P + R = Q + S,

d:PR = QS, and d:P* = Q*.

The proof of Theorem 7.2 is straightforward, by rule 1 and. A6.

Theorem 7. 3.

(a) d:P = (P')I

Let d:P' = Q,

then d:P + Q = P + P' = X* = (x1+x2+...xr)*

d:P & Q = P & P' =

Therefore d:P = Q' = (P')I.

(b) If d:P = Q, then d: P' = Q'.
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Proof: Since d:P = Q, we have

d:P' + Q = P' + P = X*
and

d:P & Q = P' & P =
therefore

pf QI

by Theorem 3. 1.

In the sequel, the substitution rule R1 and the results

mentioned in Theorem 7.2 and 7.3 will be used without being expli-

citly referred to.

The symbols X and 4 may be eliminated from the language

of regular expressions because by A8, we have

d:1) = (I)x, + + (I)xr ,

and hence by A13 and. A
14

= (4)x1+...+4 xr)'

d:(01 = (0' xi + + cp, xr + X

d:4)1 = 4)' (x1 +... +xr) + X .

By rule 2 and. A7, we have

d:(1)' = X.(x1+. . +xr

d:(1)1 = (x1+... +xr)*
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d:4 = [(x1+...+xr)*]J (X*)' (7. 1)

Furthermore, by A7, we have

= (0,

and hence by A9 and A3, we have

d:X = + .4) = X + x4 = + .

Applying rule 2 and A7, we have

d:X = VI)* = (I) = [(x*)I]*

Even we have now shown that d: = (X*)' and

d:X = 4* = ((*) ]*

(7. 2)

and hence 01) and X may be removed from the

language of regular expressions, but let us still use them for the

mere sake of convenience. After all, X is the multiplicative unity

and 42, is the multiplicative zero in our system. To show that, let

us derive the following two equations.

By A8, d:14 = (0, hence d:Pckl) = P. And by A2,

d:P4, = = (1=1/41))(1).

By A9,
d: P4 = + (I)

= (P0(1)+



This implies, by rule 2, that d:P4) -7- 14* and therefore, by

A8, we have,
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d:Pf = (I) (7.3)

Furthermore, by A8 and rule 1, we have

d:P P +

d:P = P +

d:P = P4) + P

and hence, by rule 2, we obtain

and

d:P = P4)*

d:P = PX (7.4)

It is clear that Equation 7. 3 and. A8 indicate 4 is the

multiplicative zero, and that Equation 7.4 and A7 indicate A is

the multiplicative unity in our system.

Let us use the notation d:(P, Q) = (R, S) to denote both that

d:P = R and d:Q = S.

Theorem 7.4. If n is a natural number and

n

d:(P., Q.) =
1 1

j =1

P., Q.)R.. + (R., R. ), for i = 1, 2, , n,
J 3 13 1 1

(7. 5)



where X V R.. for all i, j, then d:P. = Q., for i = 1, 2, . . n.
1 1

Proof: The proof is by induction on the number n.

Basis: When n is one, (7.5) has the form:

d:P1 = P1R.11 + R1,

d: Q1 = Q1R11 + R1, and X V R11.

Hence, by rule 2,

d:P1 = RIR ii* = Q1.

Induction Step: Assume that n > 2, and the statement of the

theorem is true for natural numbers 1,2, , n-1. For i = n,

Equation (7. 5) can now be separated into two equations

and

d:Pn =

n-1

j=1

P.R + P R +R
n3 n nn n

n-1

d:Qn = Q.R +Q R +R
3 /13 n nn n

j=1

Hence, by rule 2, we have

n-1

d:P = P.R +R )(R )*n 3 nj n nn
j=1
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(7. 6)



and

n-1

d:Qn Q3 .Rn3.+Rn)(Rnn)*

j =1
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(7. 7)

Eliminating the pair (Pn,Qn) in (7. 5) according to (7. 6) and

(7. 7), and applying the commutative and distribution laws A3 -A5,

we have

d:(P., Q. =
1 1

where

n-1

j=1

P., Q.)[R..+R .(R )*R. + (e., e) (7. 8)j 13 n3 nn in

for i = 1,2, ..., (n-1)

e = R. + R (R )*R. .n nn in

Since X J R.. and X I R .(R )*R. , hence
iJ n3 nn

X. I [R..+Rni.(Rnn )*R. 1. Therefore, by our inductive assumption that
13

Equation (7.5) holds, for i < n-1, hence holds for (7. 8) and we have

d:P. = Q. for i = 1,2, ... , (n-1).
1

Therefore, by (7. 6) and (7.7), d:Pn = Q. This completes the

induction and also the proof of Theorem 7.3.

Definition 7.5. A regular expression P is said to be equa-

tionally characterized if there is a finite number of regular



expressions PI, P2, - , Pn such that P E P
1

and

d:P. =
1
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+ 6(P.) for i = 1, 2, ... ,n (7.9)
13 3 1

j=1

where either 6(P.) a 4 or 6(P.) a X and for each i and
1 1

there is a k, 1 < k < n, such that P.. E Pk.
k_

We call (7. 9), the characteristic equations of P in the system

F. It is obvious that in (7. 9), 5(P.) = X iff X E P. and for each
1 1

i, the sets j = 1,2, ... , r, are disjoint. Furthermore,
13 3

since F is consistent, i. e. , all derivable equations are valid, the

following may be stated.

Theorem 7.5. Assume that equation P = Q is valid and

d: (P, Q) =

j=1

P., Q.)x. + (6(P), 6(Q), )

where 6(P) a 42. or 6(P) E X, and 6(Q) a s. or 6(Q) a X. Then

6(P) E 6(Q) and the equations P. = Q., for j = 1, 2, ... , r, are
3 3

valid.

We are now in a position to prove the theorem which is the most

important tool in the completeness proof of system F.

Theorem 7. 6. Every regular expression is equationally
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characterized.

Proof: Let us follow the recursive definition of regular expres-

sion. First, let us show that every letter in the alphabet

X = {xi, x2, . . . , xr}, 4 and X are equationally characterized. Using

axioms A6-A9, the following relations can be obtained.

d:4 = x. + 4),

j =1

d:x. =4x
1

+ + Xx. + + 4)xr +4,

d: X =

r

j =1

for i = 1,2, .. . , r.

Thus, for 4, X and x., where i = 1,2, ... , r, we have a finite

number of regular expressions, i.e., 4; X., 4; and

(i = 1,2, ... , r), (I) , X respectively, such that (7.7) is satisfied.

Therefore,

ized.

(I), X, x. (i = 1,2, ...,r) are equationally character-
].

Now, assume that the regular expressions P and Q are

equationally characterized. The proof of Theorem 7. 6 will be com-

plete if we can show that the regular expressions P + Q, PQ, P*, P'

and. P & Q are equationally characterized.
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Since P is equationally characterized, there are regular

expressions Pr P2, ...,Pn where P P1 such that (7.9) holds.

Furthermore, since Q is also equationally characterized, there are

regular expressions Q
1,

Q2, . . . , Qm where Q = Q
1,

such that

d: Q1. =

j=1

Q. x. + 6(Q.),
J

for i = 1,2,...,m (7.10)

where either 8(Q.) E or 8(C2.) = X and for each i and j,

there is a 1, 1 < Q < m, such that Q.. E. Q
1

. We denote

E(u, v) = P + Q , u = 1,2, .. , nu v

v = 1,2,...,m.

The number of the regular expressions E(u, v) equals m n which

is obviously finite. Since

d:4 + 4:1 = (1),

d:4 + X = X,

d:X + X = X. ,

and using the commutative and distributive laws, we have:

d:E(u, v) =

j=1

P +Q )x. + 6(u, v),
uj vj

where 5(u, v) a (I) or 6(u, v) X. Since there is a k, 1 < k < n
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for each u and j such that Pk = Puj and there is

1 < I < m, for each v and j, such that Qv = Q
1

, hence there
j

is a k, 1 < k < n and a 1, 1 < 1 < m for each u, v and j

such that P
k

Qf =P
11. 3

.
j

+Qv Therefore, all of the regular

expressions P + Q are among the regular expressions E(u, v)
uj vj

Since E(1, 1) = P + Q, this implies that P + Q is equationally

characterized.

To show that PQ is equationally characterized, let us con-

sider regular expressions PQv plus some linear combination of

P1, P2, , Pn In algebraic notation, we have

G(v, u
1

, u2' . u ) = PQ + P + P + . . . + Pu
v u1 u2

where 1 < v < m, g > 0 and 1 < u1 <u2 <... <u < n. Since
g

the number of linear combination of n regular expressions is 2n,

the number of regular expressions of G equals m- 2n which is

finite.

Either 6(Qv) E (I) , or 5(Qv) = X. Let us consider both cases

for G.

First, assume that 6(Qv) E (I), then



d:G(v, u1, u2, . .,ug)

=PQ +P- +P
u2 u

+... +P
v u

1

r

= P Q
vj

x. +
j=1

r

r

j=1

P x.ulj 3

r

j=1

P .x, +
1123

r

j=1

+ 6(P + 6(P .) + + 6(P )

g
ul

(PQ +13 .+P .+...+P ,)x. + 6(G)
vj ulj u23 13.3 3

j=1
g

where 6(G) E.: 4 or 6(G) a X.

If 6(Q
v

) X, then

d:G(v, ul, u u )2" g

= PQ +P +P
u2 u

+ + P
v ul

g

r

r

Q + p). + P +P +... +P
v3 3 u

1
u

2
j=1

P x,u j
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(7. 11)

(PQ +P .+P .+ P .+...+P .)x. + 6(G), (7. 12)
vj 13 ulj ti2j u 3 3

j=1

where 6(G) (I) or 6(G) a X

Since both P and. Q are equationally characterized, using A3
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and A6, the coefficients of x. on right hand sides of (7.11) and

(7. 12) may be derived into forms identical with some regular expres-

sions in G(v, u1, u2, ...,ug). That is to say that the coefficients of

x. are derivable to be the members of the set G. When v = 1 and

g = 0, G = PQ. Hence, by the finite number of regular expressions

in G, (7. 11), and (7. 12), it is concluded that PQ is equationally

character ized.

Now, let us show that P* is equationally characterized.

Let us consider P* and some combination of P1, P2, ...,Pn and

let 1 < u
1

< u
2

< < uk '< n and denote

H(u1, u2, , uh) = P*(P +P +... +Puh), for h > 1, and
u1

2

H(ui, u2, , Oh) a.: H(0) = P* when h = 0. It is easy to see that the

number of the regular expressions in H equals to 2n. Since P

is equationally characterized, we have

r
d:P =

i=

P lj.x. + 6(P) ,

where either 6(P) c or 6(P) a X. Hence

d:P* =

r
.x.+5(P)]*

3 3

j=1

and by A9, or A11, we have



d:P* =

From this relation, by A10,

d:H(0) =

= p*

we obtain,

r

+ X

j=1

+ =

j=1

If X VP +P + + Puh, then,ul LIZ

d:H(u
1,

u uh) = P,:c(P +P +...+P )

1 112
uh

J=

P*P ,x, + X
1J J

p*(p .-Fp .-F...+P .)x. + <11.
U13 U23 uhJ

If XEP +P + + P , thenul
2 uh
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(7. 13)

(7. 14)



d:H(ui , u2, . , uh) = P*(P +P +.. . +P ) + P*
ul 1/2

r
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P*(P
L1

13

.+P
U23

.+... +P
'h.) 13

+P .)x. + X (7. 15)
3

The coefficients of x, on the right hand sides of (7. 13), (7. 14),

and (7. 15), again, using axioms A3 and A6, may be derived to

be identical with some regular expressions of H(u1, u2, ... , uh). It

is concluded that P* is equationally characterized.

Let us now show that P' is equationally characterized.

Since P is assumed to be equationally characterized, by A13 and

A14, we will obtain the relations:

d: Pi =

where

and

r

j=1

P..x.+5(P.)]'
13 3 1

P!.x. + 5(P.1), for i = 1, 2, , r
J

5(P.') (1) for 5(P.) E X

6(P!) a X for 5(P.) E. cp

This implies that P' is equationally characterized.

Finally, let us consider regular expressions P & Q. By Al2,
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we have d:P & Q = (Pl+QT. Since P and Q are assumed to be

equationally characterized and we have shown that

and (P' +Q')'

pl, Q1, pl Q',

are all equationally characterized. Therefore,

P & Q is equationally characterized. This proves Theorem 7.6.

The proof of Theorem 7. 6 also outlines a procedure to obtain

the characteristic equations for a given regular expression. As an

example, let us consider P = (0+01+10)4 and Q E (10+0*01)*0*

and show how they are equationally characterized.

For P, we have:

d:0+01+10 = (X+1)0 + 01 +

d:X+1

d:0

d:(1)

d:X

= .1)0 + X1 + X,

= X 0 + 401 + (1),

= .00 + (01 + (1),

= (1)0 + (01 +X,

and d:P a (0+01+10)* = P(X+1)0 + P01 + X,

d:PO = PO + .1)1 + (I)

d:P(X+0) = P(X+1)0 + P01 + X

Hence, there is a finite number of regular expressions,

P
1

= (0+01+10)*, P
2

= (0+01+10)*(X+1),

P3 = (0+01+10)*0, P4 EL (0+01+10)*(X+0),
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such that P P1, and (7.9) is satisfied. That is

d:P E P1
=

P20 + P31 + X,

d:P
2

= P20 + p 41 + X,

d:P
3

= P10 + P51 + 4,

d:P 4
= P20 + P31 + X,

d:P
5

= P50 + P51 +

Therefore, P is equationally characterized.

For Q, we have:

d:10+0*01 = 10 + 0 *01 + 4,

d:1 = .4).0 + + 4,

d:O*0 = O*0 + 4)1 + 4),

d:4 = 4)0 + 4)1 + 4),

= 40 + + X,

d:0*

Let T E (10+0*01)*, we have

d:T = (10+0*01)*

= O*0 + 4)1 + X.

= T10 + TO*01 + X,

d:Tl

d:TO*0

= 40 + T1 + 4,

= TO*0 + 41 +

d: TO

d:T(0*+1)

= T(0*+1)0 + T0*01 + X,

= T(0*+1)0 + T(X+0*0)1 +

d:T(X+0*0) = T(0*+1)0 + T0*01 + X.
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Hence, there are finite number of regular expressions,

Q1 E(10+0*01)*0*, Q2 E (10+0*01)*0*0, Q3 :7- (10+0*01)*(0*+1),

Q4 E (10+0*01)* (X+0=',.40), Q5 a (0, such that Q Q1, and

d:Q
1

= Q30 + Q21 + X,

d:Q
2

= Q10 + Q51 +

d: Q3 = Q30 + Q41 + X,

d:Q
4

= Q30 + Q
2

1 + X,

d: Q5 = Q50 + Q51 +

therefore Q is also equationally characterized.

We have now reached the position to prove that the axiom sys-

tem F is complete.

Theorem 7.7. The axiom system F is complete.

Proof: Let us assume P = Q is an arbitrary valid equation.

To prove Theorem 7.7, we must show that d:P = Q. Since by

Theorem 7.6, every regular expression is equationally characterized,

both P and. Q are equationally characterized. Let the corres-

ponding regular expressions for P and Q be Pi, P2, .. ,Pn

and Q1, Q2, , Qm where P = P
1

=,QQ1 , and the conditions

(7. 9) and (7. 10) are satisfied. Since P = Q is valid, by Theorem

7.5, 6(P1) E 6(Q1), and we have
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r

d:(P, = (P1, Q1) = P .,Q
13

+ [6(P1), 5(P 1)]
3 3

r

j=1

P
3.,

Q13.)x3. + (6(P), 6(P)),

j=1

where the pairs (Ply Qii) are among the pairs (Pk, Qi ). Simi-

larly, we have

r
d:(P Q

13
.) = (P lig. ,Q x + (5(P

13
. ), 5(P

13
)),

g=1

for j = 1, 2,...,r,

where, again, the pairs (P , Q ..) are among the pairs (Pk, Q/ )lig lig

There are only m n pairs in (Pk, Qi ). The procedure will stop

when no new pair appears. Hence, we can construct a set of pairs:

(P(1), Q
(1)),

(P(2), Q
(2)

), (P(u), Q(u)),

with (P(1), Q(1)) = (P1' Q1), ,

d: (P(1), Q(1)) =

j=1

u < m.n and

(i) (i)Q.
J

)x. + (R., R. )
j J 1 1

for i = 1,2, , u,

(7. 16)

(7. 17)

where all of the pairs (P(.0, Q (.0) are among the pairs in,(7. 16).
J J

Now, let us convert the r in (7. 17) into u and
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let us consider both when u > r and u < r. If u > r, let

R.. = x. for j < r and let R. = 4 for r < j < .u. If u < r, since
13

(i) (i)(P. , Q. ) are among the u pairs in (7. 16), there are not enough
J J

different pairs in (7. 16) for each x.. There has to be duplication

among the coefficient pairs of x. . Let us say that

(P(i),Q(i)) = (P(i),Q(i)), where k < then, we will let
k k

Rik = xk + xi. Hence, we may rewrite (7. 17) in the following form:

d:(P(i),Q(i)) =

j=1

PO), Q(j))R.. + (R.,R.) i = 1,2, ...,u
13 1 1

and for each i and j, either

R.. E cl) or R.. E- X. x. +... + x. for v > 1 and
LJ 13 31 32 iv

1 < j1 < j2 < < jv < r. Thus, X R.j for all i, j. By

Theorem 7.4. this implies that

d:P = Q(1), i = 1, 2, , u

Since (P(1), Q(1)) a (P1, Q1) E (P, Q), we have d:P = Q. Thus,

Theorem 7. 6 follows.

Note that we can use the exact procedure in the proof of com-

pleteness of system F, to prove the equivalence of two regular

expressions. As an illustration, check the equivalence, of P and

Q which are regular expressions and where P = (0+01+10)4', and
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Q = (10+0*01)*044. Recalling that we have showed the corresponding

regular expressions for P and. Q are P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5. With renaming, we have

d:(P 1, Q1) =_ (Pi, Qi)

= (P2, Q3)0 + (P3, Q2)1 + (X, X),

(P 2, Q2)0 + (P3, Q3)1 + (X, X),

d: (P2 , Q2) (P2, Q3)

= (P2, Q3)0 + (P4' Q4)1 + (X, X),

(P2, Q2)0 + (P4, Q )1 + (X, X),

d: (P3 , Q3) E (P3' Q2)

= (P1' Q1)0 + (P5' Q5)1 + (4), 4))

1 1 5 5
E (P Q )0 + (P ,Q )1 + (1),(1))

d: (P4 , Q4) a (P4, Q4)

= (P2, Q3)0 + (P3, Q2)1 + (X, X)

(P2, Q2)0 + (P3, Q3)1 + (X, X)

d: (P5, Q5) (P5' Q5)

= (p5, Q5)0 + (P5, Q5)1 + (1), 4))

5 5 5 5
(P Q )0 + ,Q )1 + (4),(1))

Hence, we obtain



Qi) =

j=1

(Pi , Qi)R.. + (R., R.) for i = 1,2, .. . , 5
13 1 1
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where Ril = 0, Ri2 = 1, and. R.. = :1) for 3 < j < 5. Obviously,

R.., and therefore by Theorem 7.3, we have d:Pi = Qi. In

particular, d:P = Q.

Let us now consider another example in the language of

extended regular expressions.

Let

and

u = [(i+o)*oo(1 -Fo)*] & [(1+0)*oiP

V = (1-Foi)*O o{o*i[( 1i*o+o)o*1]*[(114,o+o)o*+11*] +o*-}

To check the equivalence of U and V, we first want to derive

the characteristic equations for U and V. Since they are over

the alphabet X = {0,1}, X* = (1+0)* we obtain, by Al2:

d:U = [X*00X*] & [X*01]'

= [(X*00X*)I+X*01]'.

Furthermore, we have

d:X* = (1+0)* = (1+0)*0 + (1+0)*1 + X

d:X*00 = X*00 + 4)1 +4)

d:X*0 = X*0 +101 +
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d:X*00X* = (X*00X*+X*0)0 + X*00X*1 + (I)

d:X *OOX* + X*0 = (X*00X*+X*0+X*)0 + X*00X*1 +

= X*0 + X*00X*1 + (1)

d:(X *OOX *)' = (X*00X*+X*0)10 + (X*00X*)11 + X

d:(X*00X*+X*0)1 = (X*)10 + (X*00XV1 + X

= 40 + (X*00X*)11 + X

d:01 = (1)0 + 01 + (1)

d : X *01 = (1)0 + X *01 +

d:(X *OOX *)' + x*01 = (x*00x*+x*0)' 0 + [(x*00x*)' +x*o]1 +

d:(x*00x*)' + x*0 = [(x*00x*+x*0)1+x*]0 + (x*00X*) '1 + )1/4

= x*0 + (x*00x*)' 1 + )1/4

d:[(x*00x*)' +x*0 1]' = (x*00x*) x*0)0 + [ (x*00x*)' +x*0 ]' + .4)

d:[(x*00x*)' +x*0]' = (x*) '0 + x*oxx*A. +

= 40 + x*00x*1 +

Therefore,

d:U
1

= [(X*00X*)'+X*01P

= (X*00X*+X*0)0 + [(X*00X*) I+X*O]' 1 +

-L U20 + U31 +

d:U2 = (X*00X*+X*0)

= X*0 + X*00X*1 +4

U40 + U51 + (I)
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d:U
3 -=

[(X*OOX *)' +X *O]'

= 4)0 + X*0 OX*1 +

U60 + U51 +

d:U4
= X*

= X*0 + X*1 +A

a U40 + U41 + X

d:U
5

= X*00X*

= (X*00X*+X*0)0 + X*OOX*l +

U 20 + U51 +

d:U6= 40 +(1 +4

= U60 +U61 +4

Now, for V = (1+01)*00{0*[11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*}

we shall, step by step, derive the needed equations. First, let us

consider (1+01) *00. We have:

d:(1 +01) 00 = (1+01)*00 + 4)1 + 4,

d:(1+01)*0 = (1+01) *0 + 41 + 4,

d:1 + 01 = (1)0 + (X+0)1 +

d:(1+01)* = 40 + (1+01)*(X+0)1 + X,

d:(1+01)*(X+0) = (1+01)*0 + (1+01)*(X+0)1 +

Next, we shall consider (11*0+0)0*1 + 4,
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d:(11*0+0)0*1 = 40 + (11*0+0)0*1 + 4),

d: (11 *0+0) = (11 * +X)0 + (1)1 + 4,

d.: (11 *0+0)0* = [(1.1*0+0)0*+11*+X]0 + 401 + (1),

d:(11*0+0)0*+11*+X = [(11*0+0)0*+11*+X]0 + 1*1 + X,

d: 1* = 4)0 + 1*1 + X.

Then, for [(11*0+0)0*1]*, we have

d:[(11*0+0)0*1]*

= 40 + [(11*0+0)0*1]*(11*0+0)0*1 + X,

d:[(11*0+0)0*1]*(11*0+0)0*

= [(II *o+o)o*i] *[(1 *o+o)o*+11 4-4x]o + 41 + X,

d:[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+X]

= [(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+X]

+ [(11*0+0)0*1]*[1*+(11*0+0)0*]1 + X.

Now, if we consider (11*0+0)0*-+ 11*. We obtain,

d:(11*0+0)0*+11* = [(11*0+0)0*+11*+X]0 + 1*1 + 4,

d:(11*0+0)0*+11*+X. = [(11*0+0)0*+11*+X]0 + 1*1 + X,

d: 1 * = 4)0 + 1 *1 + X

Next, we shall consider 0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]

d.:0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*-E11*]

= O*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+x]0+ 04(1[(11*0+0)0*1]*1*1 + 4,
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d:0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+X]

= O*1[( 11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+X.]0

+ {O*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[1*+(11*0+0)0*]+0*}1 +

d:O*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*1*

= (1)0 + {O*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[1*1(11*0+0)0*]+0*}1 +

d:0 *1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+1*]+0*

= {O*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+X] +0*}0

+ {O*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[1*+(11*0+0)0*]+0*}1 + (I)

Finally, we have:

d:(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*}

= [ (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1] *[(11*0+0)0*+11*+q+0*}

+ (1+01)** + ( 1+01)*000*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*1 *1 + (0.

d:(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[( 1 1*0+0)0*+11*+X] +0 *1+ (1+01)*0

= [(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+q+044

+ (1 +01)*0+( i+o 1)*]

+ (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)04(1] *[1*+(11*0+0)0*]+0,41 + (I)

d:[(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+q+0*}

+ (1+01)*0+(1+01)*1

= [(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+q+0*}

+ (1+01)*0+(1+01)*]0
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+ [(1+01)4400{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[1*+(11*0+0)0*]+0*}

+ (1+01)*0+(1+01)=4]1 + X.

d:(1+01)*000*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*1*

= 10 + (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]=[1*+(11*0+0)0*]+0*}1 +

d:(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[1*+(11*0+0)0*] +0*}

= [(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]41*+(11*0+0)0 *+0,4+ (1+01)**

+ (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0 *1]*[1*+(11*0+0)0*]+0*}1 + (i)

Therefore, making

V1 E V,

V2 E [ (1+0 1)*00{0 *1[(11.*0+0)0;1/41]*1( 1 1 *04-0)0*-i- 1 1*+X.Y0*}+(1+0 1)*0];

V
3

= 1+0 1)*000*1[(1 1 *0+0)0*1]*1

V4
-=

[(1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*+X]+0*}

+ (1+01)*0 + (1+01)*,

V5
-=

(1 +01) *00 {0=41[(11=40+ 0)0=41]=4[1=4 +(11;0 +0)0=4] +0 *}

V6
-=

1),

we obtain

d:V
1

= V20 + V31 +1),

d:V
2

= V40 + V51 +1),

d: V
3

= V60 + V51 +

d: V4 V"4= 0 + V41 + X,
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d:V
5

= V20 + V51 + 4),

d:V
6

= V60 + V60 + 4.

Hence, we have:

d:(U, V) = (Ur Vi) = (U2, V2)0 + (U3, V3)1 + (1), (0),

d:(U2, V2) = (U4,

d:(U3, V3) = (U6,

d:(U4, V4) = (U4,

d:(U5, V5) = (U2,

d:(U 6' V 6) = (U6,

V4)0 + (U5, V5)1 + (4), 4)),

V6)0 + (U5, V5)1 + (4), 4)),

V4)0 + (U4, V4)1 + X),

V2)0 + (U5, V5)1 + (4), 4)),

V6)0 + (u
6, v6)1 + (4), (I))

By Theorem 7.3, we conclude that

Therefore

d:U. = V. for i = 1,2,...,6.
1 1

d:U = V

To obtain the characteristic equations for a given regular

expression R, as have stated in the proof of Theorem 7.6, if

is in a form of P + Q, P Q, or P*, there are at most m n,

m 2n or 2n-1 regular expressions involved. For a regular

expression in a form of the combination of P + Q, P Q and. P*,

there will be a lot more regular expressions and tedious work

involved. In the next section, we shall define the right hand derivative

of a regular expression. The using of the right hand derivative to
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obtain the characteristic equations will simplify the matter.

B. The Right Hand Derivative of Regular Expressions

Let the sets denoted by the regular expressions P and Q

be P and Q . We shall define another operation on a set R,

yielding a new set called the right hand derivative of R.

Definition 7. 6. Given a regular expression R and a finite

sequence t, the right hand derivative of R with respect to t

is denoted by lNR, and 1NR = {s 1st E R }.

With the right hand derivative so defined, the following

theorems can be similarly proved as Theorems 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

Theorem 7.7. If R is a regular expression, the right hand

derivative of R with respect to a sequence x, of unit length

(x. E X) is found recursively as follows:

D' x. =
x.

1

DI x. = (1),x.

D' X = (1),
x.

1

D' (1) =

(P*) = P *D' P,
1 1
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D' (PQ) = PD' Q + 5(Q)D' P
x. x. x.

1 1 1

D' [VP, Q)] = f(D P, D Q)x. x. x.
1 1 1

where f is a Boolean function.

Theorem 7.8. The right hand derivative of a regular expres-

sion R with respect to a finite sequence of input symbols

s = xt...x
2

x
1

is found recursively as following:

and.

D' R = (DI R),x2x1
x2 xl

D' R = D' (D' R),x3x2x1 x3 x2x1

Ds = D' R = D' (D' R),x .x x
t 2 1

xt xt-1...x2x1

D' R = R.

Theorem 7.9. The right hand derivative DIR of any regular

expression R with respect to any sequence s is a regular

expression.

With the right hand derivative so defined, let us take another

look at the definition of equationally characterized. We have stated

that a regular expression R is equationally characterized if there

is a finite number of regular expressions R1,R2,...,Rn such that



R R
1

and

d:R. =
1

R..x. + 5(R.), i = 1,2, . . . , n,
13 3 1
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j=1

where 6(R.) .4), or 6(R.) E X and for each i and j there is

a k, 1 < k < n, such that R.. = R . With renaming, the equation
3 k

d:Rl = R = R11 x1 + R12 x2 + + R lrxr + 5(R1) can be rewritten as:

d:R1 = Rx
1

x
x1+ R__

L,
+...± Rx xr + 5(R1). If R

x11
, let R

xl 4
R, and the

equation d:R2 = R21x1 + R22x2 + R2x xr + 6(R2) can be rewrit-
r

ten as d:R2 E_-- Rx
1

= R
xlx1

x1 + R
x2

x2 + Rxixrxr + 5(R2), and so
2

on 'where each coefficient is identical with one of R1,R2, ...,Rn. It

is easy to see that those coefficients are the right hand derivatives of

R. Furthermore R = D' R, R = D' R and so on. Sincex. x x.x. x.x.
11 1 3 1 3

we have also proved that every regular expression is equationally

characterized, this assures that there always is a finite number of

regular expressions Ri,R2, ...,Rn for R, such that the above

equations hold. We may conclude that every regular expression has a

finite number of dissimilar right hand derivatives.

The characteristic equations of a regular expression R can be

found by finding all the dissimilar right hand derivatives of R.

Since the sequences of symbols from X can be arranged in the

order of increasing length such as for X = {0,1}, we have X , 0,1,
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00, 10, 01, 11, 000, ..., the right hand derivatives can also be

found in the above order, i.e., in the order of D R , DI0
1

R DIR...

If a sequence s of length L(s) = t, no new dissimilar right hand

derivatives is found, the process terminates and we have found all

the dissimilar right hand derivatives. We have a set of equations of

the form

D'k = D'
s
R)x. + 6(DIR)x. 3

where s = X, xr,x2,,xr,x11,x21, 'xrl and so on until

all dissimilar right hand derivatives are represented in such an

equation. We then have the needed characteristic equations.

Now, let us use the right hand derivative approach on

U = [(1+0)*00(1+0)*] & [(1+0)*01]' and

V = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*}. We obtain

first that U = [(X*00X*)1+X*01]'

D
0

U = X*00X* + X*0

D1U = [(X*00X*)1+X*0]'

DI
0
U = X*00X*+ X* = X*

0

D10U = X*00X*

DI
01

U = [(X*00X*+X*0)1+X*]' = [X*[X *]' = (I)

DI
11

U= [(X*00X*)T = X*
100X*=

DI
0

U



Hence, we have,

DOl0U = X*00X* + X*O = DIU

D110U = X*00X*= D
1

0U

d:U = (D;U)0 + (D1U)1 + 4,

d:D
0 0
U = (DI

0
U)0 + (D

110
U)1 +

d:D 1U = 01
U)0 + (D U)1 +

= (1)0 + (D10 U)1 +

d:D100U = (D000 U)0 + (D100 U)1 + X.,

= (D00 U)0 + (D00 U)1 + X,

d:D10U = (D010
0'

U)0 + (DI
0
U)1 + 4,

= (D'0 U)0 + (D 110 U)1 + 4,
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Making, U1 = U2, U2 = NU, U3 DIU, U4 Do0U, U5 -1 DioU

and. U6 a , we obtain

d:U = U1 = U20 + U31 + 4,

d:U
2

= U40 + U51 + (0,

U3= U60 +U51 +4,

U4 = 1J 40 + TJ 41 + X,

U5 = U20 + U51 + 4),

U6 = U60 + U61 +4.

For V, we obtain
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13' =V V
2

= (1+01)00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+1*]+0*}+ (1+01)*O.
0

Di' V a V3 = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*1*,

DI
0

=V V
4

= (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+1*]+0*}
0

+ (1+01)4,0 + (1+01)*,

D'iov a V5 = (1+01)*00{0;1/41[(11*0+0)0*1]*[1+(11*0+0)0*]+(1 +01)4(000*,

= (1 +01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)041],41)4(11*0+0)0*]+0*},

D0 I V = V =
6

iV a V7 = (1 +01)*0001*1[0.1*0+01.][1*+(11*0+0)0*]+(i+oi)*000*

= DI
10

V = V5,

OOVDO = vs = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(1 I *0+0)0*+1*]+0*]

+ (1+01)*0 + (1+01)* = D'
0
V = V4

0

13100V E V9 (1+01)=.:(00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1] 41*+(11*0+0)0*]+0*}

+ (1+01)*(0+k) = D' V = V
00 4

13010V
V10 = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+M*1]*[(11*0+0)0441*]+0*}

+ (1+01) *0 =DIV = V2

D110V V11 = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[1*+(11*0+0)0*]+0*}

= D'ioV E- V5.

Hence, we have

d:V = V
1 0

= DCVO +DIV
I

+ 4),

= V20 + V31 + 4,

d:D(')V a V2 = D00V0 + D'oVi + 4,

= V40 + V51 +4,
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d:DiV E V3 = Vo + D11V1 + 4,

= V60 +V51 +4),

d:NoV E
V4 DOOOVO 131100V1 + X'

= V40 + V41 +

d:D10 V = V
5

= D010 V
0

+ D110 V
1

+ 4),

= V20 + V51 + 4),

d:(1) _= V6 =40 +4)1 +4),

= V60 + V 1 + (1)

Consequently, we have

d:(U, V) E (U V1) = (U2, V2)0 + (U3, V3)1 + (4),(0)

d: (U2' V2) = (U4, V4)0 + (U5' V5)1 + (4), 4))

d: (U3, V3) = (U6, V6)0 + (U5' V5)1 + (4), SO

d: (U4, V4) = (U4, V4)0 + (U4, V4)1 + (X., X.)

d: (U5, V 5) = (U2, V2)0 + (U5, V5)1 + (4), (I))

d: (U6, V6) = (U6, V6)0 + (U6, V6)1 + (4), (I))

By Theorem 7.3, we may conclude that d:Ui = Vi for i = 1,2, ..., 6.

In particular, d:U
1

= V1 and that is d:U = V.

With a few changes in the axiom system F, another axiom

system can be developed so that we can use the usual derivative

(left hand derivative) to obtain the characteristic equations of a given

regular expression. From then on, the equivalence of two given
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regular expressions can be verified.

C. Another Axiom System

The representation theory of finite automata gives various pos-

sibilities to construct complete axiom systems for the algebra of

regular expressions. The asioms in the system of G are Al -A6,

A9-Al2 denoted by Ali-A16, N-Al2 and

AIPX = P
7

A8 IP4) =

A' = (xl P
1

+x
2

P
2

+...+xrPr )? = x
1 1
PI +

x2
P2' + ...+ xrPI

13 r

A14 = (x
1
P

1
+x

2
P

2
+...+xr Pr +X)1 = x

1 1
+x

2 2
P' +... +xrP'

There are 14 axioms in the system G as in the system F.

There are also two rules of inference. The first rule is the substitu-

tion rule which is the same as in the axiom system F. The second

rule is only different from the system F in the manner of ordering.

Rule 2 (Solution of equations): If X S, then from the equa-

tion R = SR + T, one may infer the equation R = S*T.

Theorem 7.10. The axiom system G is complete.

Proof: Note that the new axioms in system G differ from the

axioms in system F only in the manner of ordering. It is obvious
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that all of the axioms A'
1
-A'

14
are valid and that the rule RI

preserves validity. It is also easy to see (c.f. Arden) that if a regu-

lar expression S does not possess e.w.p. then the equation

R = SR + T has only one solution, namely, R = S*T. Therefore

rule 2 preserves validity and thus Theorem 7.10 holds.

In the same manner as in the axiom system F, we can prove

that 4P = XP = P and the following theorems.

Theorem 7.11. If n is a natural number, and

d:(P., Q.) =
1 1

n

j=1

R..(P., Q.) + (R., R.) for i = 1,2, . . .
13 3 3 1 1

where X R. . for all i, j . Then d:Pi = Qi for i = 1,2, ... ,n.

Theorem 7.12. Assuming that the equation P = Q is valid

and

where either

and either

d: (P, (2) =

3=1

x.(P., Q.) + (6(P), 6(Q)) ,
J 3

6(P) a (I), or 6(P) a X,

6(Q) (1), or 6(Q) E X.
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Then 6(P) = 6(Q) and the equations P. = Q., for j = 1,2, , r
J J

are valid.

Note that both Theorem 7.11 and 7.12 are different from

Theorem 7.3 and 7.4, respectively only in the ordering of the com-

ponents at the right hand side.

Let us now state that a regular expression P is derivatively

characterized if there is a finite number of regular expressions

P1, P2, , Pn such that P = P1, and

d.:P. =
1

j=1

P.. + 5(P.1 ), for i = 1,2,...,n

where 5(P.) E (p. or 5(P.) E X, and for each i and j, there isi 1

a k, where 1 < k < n and such that P.. a Pk.
13 k

It is easy to see that with derivative characterization so defined,

then P.. = D P. in the above equation.
X.

Theorem 7.13. Every regular expression is derivately char-

acterized.

Theorem 7.14. The axiom system G is complete.

Theorems 7.13 and 7.14 can be proved by the same manner as

in the proofs of Theorem 7.5 and 7. 6 respectively in the axiom sys-

tem F.
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Now, let us use these two theorems to show the equivalence of

P = (0+01+10)* and Q = (10+0*01)*0 .

For P,

Hence, we have

we have

DxP = P = (0+01+1() *,

D
0
P = (X+1)(0+01+10)*,

D 1P = 0(0+01+10)*,

D
00

P = (X +1)(0 +01 +10)* DoP,

D01P = (0+01+10)* + 0(0+01+10)*,

= (X+0)(0+01+10)*,

(0+01+10)* = DxP,D10P

D 11P =

D
010

P = (0+01+10)* + (X+1)(0+01+10)*,

(X+1)(0+01+10)*

D P
0

D011P = 0(0+01+10)*

D1P
1

P = D xP = ODoP + ID
1
P + X,

DoP = OD
00

P + 1D
01

P + X,

= OD
0
P + 1D 01P + X,

D
1P = 0D 10P + 1D 11P + 4,

= OD P+ + 14) + 4),
X
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D01P = 0D010P + 1D 011P + X,

= OD oP + 1D
1
P + X.

With renaming and recognizing that DxP = D01P, we obtain,

and.

P
1

= OP
z

+ 1P
3

+ X

Pz = OP
2

+ 1P
1

+ X'

P3 = OP
1

+ 1P
4

+

P4 = OP4 + 1P
4

Now, for Q, we have

D
X.

Q = Q = (10+0*01)*0*,

D
O-

Q = (0*01+1)(10+0*01)*0*+ 0*,

D
1
Q = 0(10+0*01)*0*,

D 01Q = (10+0*01)*0*

= D Q
X '

D
00

Q = (0 *01 +1)(10 +0 *01)0* + 0*

= DoQ,

D 10Q = (10+0*01)*0*

= DXQ,

D 11Q = (1).

With renaming, we obtain
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Q
1

= OQ2
+ 1Q

3
+ X'

Q2 = OQ2
+ 1Q

1
+ X,

Q3 = OQ
1

+ 1Q4 + (1),

Q4 = OQ4 + 1Q4 +

Therefore, we have

d:(1D1, Qi) = 0(P2, Q2) + 1(P3, Q3) + (X, X),

d:(P2, Q2) = 0(P2, Q2) + 1(P1, Q1) + (X, X),

d:(P3, Q3) = 0(P1, Qi) + 1(P4, Q4) + (1), (I)),

d: (P4, Q4) = 0(P4, Q4) + 1(P4, Q4) + (11), 4))

By Theorem 7. 11, we now have

d:P = P1 = Q1 = Q.

The direct computation of derivatives of a given regular

expression is sometimes very tedious. As we can see that

DaP* = (DaP)P*, the derivatives of DaP* is longer and more

complex than P* itself. For example, to obtain the characteristic

equations for V = (1+01)*00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*,

the direct derivation of derivatives of V is cumbersome. So let us

try an indirect approach by using rule 2 to obtain the characteristic

equations for V.

Applying rule 2 on V, we have
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where

V = (1+01)V + 00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*}

= 1V + 01V + 00{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*}

+ OX + ox2,

X = 1V,

X2 = 0{0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*}

= OX
3

X3 = 0*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]+0*

= X4 + X5

X5 = 0* = OX5 + X,

X4 = O*1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]

= 0X4 + 1[(11*0+0)0*1]*[(11*0+0)0*+11*]

= 0X4 + 1X
6

X6 [(11*0+0)0*1]*[(ii*o+o)0*+ipd

= (11*0+0)0*1X
6

+ (11*0+0)0* + 11*

= 11*00*1X
6

+ 00*1X
6

+ 11*00* + 00* + 11*

= 1X
7

+ OX
8

+ 1X
9

+ OX
5

+ 1X
10

X7 = 1*00*1X
6

= 1X
7

+ 00*1X
6

= 1X
7

+ OX
8

X8 = O*1X
6

= 0X
8

+ 1X
6
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X9 = 14(00*

= 1X + 00*
9

= 1X
9

+ 0X
5

X10 =1*

=. 1 +x10

By substitution, we obtain,

V = 11/ + 0(X
1
+X2),

X
1
+X2 = 117 + 0X3'

X3 = X4 + X5,

= 0X
4

+ 1X
6

+ 0X
5

+ X

= 0(X
4

+X5) + 1X
6

+ X

OX3 + 1X6 + X.,

X6 = 0(X
8
+X5) + 1(X

7
+X

9
+X10)

X
5

+X8 = 0X
5

+ X + 0X
8

+ 1X
6

= 0(X5+X8) + 1X6 + X,

X
7

+X
9

+X10 = 1X
7

+ 0X
8

+ 1X
9

+ 0X
5

+ 1X
10

+ X

= 0(X
5
+X8) + 1(X

7
+X

9
+X10) + X .

Hence, with renaming, we have

Vi = 01/2 + 1Vi,

V2 = OV3 + 1V1,

V3 = OV
3

+ 1V4
+ X,

V4 = 0V
5

+ 1V
6
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V5 = OV
5

+ 1V
4

+ X,

V6 = OV
5

+ 1V
6

+ X,

Note that V
2

=D0 V V
1

=D
1 1

V and so on. The application of

rule 2 to obtain the characteristic equations of a given regular

expression is simpler and has less chance to make a computation

error. This approach is particularly suitable for long regular

expressions. Let us do it again on U = [(0+1)*00(0+1)*]&[(0+1)*01]'.

U = [(0+1)*00(0+1)*] & [(0+1)*01]'

=X & X'
1 2

X1 = (0+1)*00(0+1)*,

= (0+1)X
1

+ 00(0+1)*,

= OX1 + 1X1 + OX3,

X3 = 0(0+1)*

= OX
4

X4 = (0+1)*

(0+1)X4
+ X,

X2 = (0+1) *01

= (0+1)X
2

+ 01

= OX2 + 1X
2

+ 01

Now, we have U = [0(X1 +X3)+ 1X1] & [0(X2+1)+1X2]' which we

would like to put into a form of union of terms starting with 0 and 1.
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To do this, let us first take a look at the derivatives of a Boolean

function. Since we proved Daf(P,Q) = f(DaP,DaQ), so if

and

then

and,

Hence

P

f(P, =

r

x.P. + 6(P)
J J

j=1

x.Q. + 5(Q)
J

j=1

r

D P = P.x.

D Q= Q.x.

x.D f(P,Q)
J 3c;

3=1 j

r

j=1

x.f(P., Q.) + Q)]
3 J J

This relation can be summarized by the following theorem.

Theorem 7.15. If P = f(P1,P2, ...,Pn) where f is a

Boolean function, and if



then

r

P. = x.P. + 6(R) for i = 1,2, . ,n,
J J

j=1

P =

j=1

x.f(P.1 ,P.2 , ...,Pn,) + b(P)
J 3

Applying this theorem to U,

Hence,

we have,

U = X1 & X2

= 0[(X1 +X3) & (X2+1)1 + 1[X1 &X21]

= 0[(Xi+X3) & (X2+1)1 + 1U,

X1 = 0(X1 +X3) + 1X1,

X2 = 0(X2+1) + 1X2,

X1 +X3 = 0(X1 +X3+X4) + 1X1,

X
1

+X
3
+X4 = 0(X

1
+X

3
+X4) + 1(X

1
+X4) +

X2+1 = 0(X2+1)
+ 1(X

2+X),

X2+X = 0(X
2+1)

+ 1X2 + X,

X
1
+X4 = 0(X

1
+X

3
+X4) + 1(X

1
+X4) + X,

= + X3 + X4.

u = o[(x1 +x3) & (x2+1)1] +

137
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(X
1
+X3) & (X2+1)1 = 0[(X

1
+X4) & (X2+1)1 + 1[X

1
&(X

2 +k)']

(X
1
+X4) & (X2+1)1 = 0[(X

1
+X4) & (X2+1)1] + 1[(X

1
+X

4
)&(X

2
+X)'] + X

X
1

& (X
2

1-X)1 = 0[(X
1
+X3) & (X2+1)11 + 1[X

1 2
&XI ]: = U,

(X
1
+X4) & (X2+,0' = 0[(X

1
+X4) & (X2 +1)'] + 1[(X

1
+X

4 2
)&X1],

(X
1
+X4) & X' = 0[(X

1
+X4) & (X2+1)1] + 1[(X

1
+X

4 2
)&X' ] + X.

With renaming, we obtain the following characteristic equations for

U,

U1= 0U2 +1U1,

U2 = OU3 + 1U1,

U3 = OU
3

+ 1U
4

+ X'

U4 = 0U
3

+ 1U5,

U5 = OU
3

+ 1U
5

+ X.

Now, we have,

d:(U
1,

V1) = 0(U2, V2) + 1(U
1,

V1) + (4), 4),

d: (U2 , V2) = 0(U 3, V3) + 1(U
1,

V1) + (4, (0),

d:(U3, V3) = 0(U3, V3) + 1(U4, V4) + (X, X),

d: (U4, V4) = 0(U3, V5) + 1 (U
5

, V 6) + (4), 40),

d:(U3, Vs) = 0(U3, Vs) + 1(U4, V4) + X),

d:(Us, V6) = 0(U3, Vs) + 1(U5, V6) + (X, X)

Hence, d:U = V.



Note that U3 = X3 = X5, and

and

implying that

d: V3 = OX
3

+ 1V
4

+ X'

d:V
5

= OV
5

+ 1V
4

+ X,

V3 = V5 .

139
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